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!ACT
Packet Radio is a digital communications concept which offers the
user the capability to pass voice and other data in a radio
network which may link high power computers with small mobile

. radios containing microprocessors. The technique of routing
digital traffic from source to destination depends on the
operational requirements of the network. Most routing concepts
today centrali-e network control (in varying degreeu ,for normal



operations. This thesis describes a concept for completely

decentralizd dcontrol of a packet radio network. The basic
protocol is relatively simple and robust, but suffers from the

usual build-up of overhead traflic with network size. Another
related routing protocol is proposed which, under certain
operational situations, reduces routing traffic and memory
requirements compared to the basic algorithm. A concept for

use of alternate links in the event of a broken link is also
suggested.
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ABSTRACT

Packet Radio is a digital communications concept which

offers the user the capability to pass voice and other data

traffic in a radio network which may link high power

computers with small mobile radios containing

microprocessors. The technique of routing digital traffic

from source to destination depends on the operational

requirements of the network. Most routing concepts today

centralize network control 1(in varying degrees) for normal

operations. This thesis describes a concept for completely

decentralized control of a packet radio network. The basic

protocol is relatively simple and robust# but suffers .froa

the usual build-up of overhead traffic with network size.

Another related routing protocol is proposed which, under

certain operational situations, reduces routing tralfic and

1 imemory requirements compared to the basic algorithm. a

i concept for use ef alternate links in the event of a broken
link is also suggested.
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I. INTBODUCTON

A. THE PACKET RADIO CONCEPT

Packet Radio technology extends the application of

packet svitchig into the mobile radio environaent. it

offers a convenient and efficient way to communicate among a

large number of mobile users. This is particularly

I. important in a tactical environment where xapid deployment

and &obility are required.

Users in a packet radic network essentially share common

radio channels. Use of these channels is (to varying

degrees) controlled by miczoprocessors in the user s radio

1 ~in a manner which is transparent to the user. Packet Radio

* is a digital coosunications concept which in principle can

j accommodate voice as well as digital data t.affic provided

that adequate traffic capacity is available. The use in

>1 packet radio of spread spectrum communications is

particularly attractive to military applications because of

- potential capabilities for a low probability of intercept

(LPI) and excellent antijaaming (A) characteristics.

I, Althoul1b the etilitary is pressing development in packet

radio technology# it is also in a sense, part of the

natural evolution of the computa age. Almost all computer

9
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networks are bound to the cables which connect the

computers. let as computers get smaller and potentially

more mobile, the need for wireless links become more

important.

Two packet radio network testbeds are currently in

opecation. The Bay Area PENST (packet radio network) in san

Prancisco bas been operational since 1976, and is the

primary site for development and evaluation of network

protocols and application concepts. The Army Data

Distribution System (ADDS) testbed PBUET at Ft. Bragg, dorth

Carolina, became operational in 1979 with the objectives of

providing potential users of packet radio technology with

A exposure to the technology early in its development*, giving

ti-mely feedback to developors and oferaing the users an

opportunity to experimentally deteruine the impact on

tactical doctrine of aobile access to coaputer-basad coamand

j and control.

0, aOUTING

SThe goal of a properly operating packet radio aetwork is

to route packets (groups of bits) thru a series of radios

from the sender to the receiver in an efficient manner.

,nroute, the packet is automatically processed and passed on

10
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by a series of radios in a manner transparent to those

users. Through multiplexing or other concepts, a :radio may

provide input/output service to its user and also forward

other traffic simutaneously. Because of the limited power

of mobile radios, a transmitter may often not have a direct

link with the ultimate receiver. In a military application,

low power transmissions may also enhance survivability.

Therefore the routing from every potential message source to

every potential destination requires the application of a

network-vide intelligence to determine the most efficienat

links along which to forwvrd the sessage. There are two

main, different approaches to routing algorithms for solving

this problem.

l. .ntrali~4 .and ..c$one. 5v .,eg.e

Both the Bay Area P98ST au~d-the Vt Bragg PliSET use

network components called stations to aaage the routing in

different portions of the aetvork. In tne ft. Bragg

network, each station is a (DEC) -P-DP 11/40. The purpose of

the station is to aonitor the Zelative activity level in

* each ra 'o under its jutisdiction, aid to aid in the toutiag

of traffic that passes thru. origizates or terminates in its

pOrtion of the network.

J11



There may be many stations in a network, each

controlling a certain number of user radios. Together they

provide the network-wide intelligence which maintains and

implements the dynamic routing scenerio. Network control is

centralized in the stations. This scheme is both practical

and efficient. However in a military sense, stations-are a

vulnerability since only a few of them control the operation

of all the radios in the network.

Use of a backbone network offers similar advantages

and shortcomings. A backbone is a network superimposed over

a common user aetwork vhic improves the efficiency of the

network by providing high volume, high speed and/or long

distance trunks. Traffic from the common user is placed on

and taien off of the backbone in accordance with a routing

process such as the station concept mentioned above. Once

again, the vulnerability of the network is directly related

to the vulnerability of the backbone.

2. Completely Decentralized jout na

A completely decentralized network does not have

stations or a backbone. Conceivably, every user has a

packet radio containing a microprocessor which is no

different than any other communications/processing component

12



(other packet radios) in the network. Depending on the

topographical situation, there may also be unattended packet

radios i.n the network. These radios do not have users which

use the radio as a terminal into and out of the network.

They are usually placed in positions in the network to

provide additional communication paths or links increasing

the number of routing alternatives. However these

unattended radios function essentially the same as a

terminal user's radio insofar as message processing is

concerned. in cthex words# in a decentralize4 network#

every radio is the same and there is no centralized or

semi-centralized component controlling how the network

operates. It is the collection of pacI~et radios theaso.lves

which must combine their processing capabilities to create

the network-wide intelligence needed to build, maintain and

implement an efficient routing scheme for user traffc The

advantage is a reduction in the vulnerabilities inherent in,

any system which teads to centralize its control

capabilities. The disadvantages axe iacreasad complexity,,

increased overhead. traftic (which repteseuts competition

with user traffic for a fiunite channel capacity), and

possibly a reduction in 3Speed.

Ii 13
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The objective of this study is to present and

investigate the performance of a simple algorithm which

could be programmed into each packet radio in a completely

decentralized network. Assuming that each radio in the

network has a very limited range compared to the diameter of

the network, the algorithm allows each radio to xclay

information about other radios (called nodes from now on)

throughout the network. The algorithm uses this
information, as it works its way through the network, to

create relatively efficient communication paths (links)

between every pair of radios (nodes)' in the network. The

* end result automatically gives users throughout the network

the appearance of direut access to avery other node in tLie

network, albeit with some delay. The dynamic routing of

- traffic as it is created and enters the network enables many

channels of communications to exist simitaneously across the

natuork.

14.



II. NETWORK JODELING

Although this study is based on what is considered a

practical concept for a military radio network, the theory

can be considered very general in nature. Thereforo, the

network is modeled as a combination of nodes and links

between nodes. Furthermore, the nodes and links are

affected dynamically by events such as routine traffic, the

gain or loss of a link, and network maintenance traffic.

This chapter defines the m.deling components and fuctions,

relates them to physical components or requizesents, and

makes some assumptions.

A. NODES

In the model, nodes represent receiver-transmitters.

Nodes also contain processors. It is convenient to picture

many functions in each node performed by parallel processors

so that all unrelated processing can be performed

simutaaeously. Conversely, only those operations which must

be performed in a sequence with a significant execution time

are subject to conflicts and queuiug delays.

all nodes in the network have exactly the same

capabilities. However, depending on its processing



instructions, each node may process a given message

differently. For exaaple, one node may be a terminal for a

specific user. Therefore, this node may accept routine

traffic for a certain list of addresses, determine which

traffic is addressed to its assigned user, deliver that

traffic, and retransmit the remainder to the appropriate

addresses. Another node may be solely a transmitter which

only relays routine traffic and does not serve as a terminal

for a user.

When one node can pass traffic directly to another .node,

the other node is considezed a neighbor to the first node.

These nodes are connected by a link. Although every node in

our network can contact every other node, each node has only

a limited list of neighbors which may vary with tin.

B. LI KS

a link exists vhenever two nodes axe in diract contact

with each other. A link is considered broken when one or

both nodes lose the capability to transmit to, or receive

from, the other node. Therefore, a link implies two-way

communications between speciiic node pairs. Of Course the

actual method of comounications in a radio network is

through antenna transmissions. These aay be either

16



directional or oni-directional antennas. And of course,

these transmissions could potentially be received by many

nodes other than a particular partner in a node pair.

Conceptually, this can be accommodated by assuming that all

traffic/packets contain the address of the intended

receiving node for a given link. Then any node which

receives traffic not addressed to it simply ignores the

m essa ge o

Another more sophisticated concept has a link

representing 4 unique center frequency which one node uses

to transmit to another. In creating the link, the two nodes

determniue which frequency bands are mutually available, and

then each selects an available transmission frequency to

communicate with the other node. $owe when either node

i wishes to transmit to the other, it uses its selected

frequency band. Conceptually, only one node within range of

a given transmitter will accept traffic in a particular

frequency band. Ln this manner more than one link to a

single node may be operating simutaneously. other more

familiar techniques such as Code Division aultiplexng could

also be used to establish a link.

17



C. CHANNEL VALUE

Assuming that a network consisting of many links has

been established, one needs an efficient way to use this

network. Clearly, an unacceptable technique would be to

retransmit every message on every link to ensure that the

addressee receives the message. Although it may ensure that

a single message gets to its destination, it represents work

for every node in the network. Assuming that different

messages could be initiated by many nodes in the network,

and that much of this traffic could be present in the

network at the same time. The inefficiencies of

broadcasting quickly lead to saturating nodes or links in

the network, since nodes indiscrimiaantly relay everything

they hear. Smart nodes should be able to do much better.

What is needed is a way of selecting one link over

another link. Once that decision is made, traffic for a

given destination uses only the best path, or optimum

series of links* irom the source of a message to its

destination. one way to quantify the connection between two

nodes is to assign a weight or cost value to each link or

c" e;ael in the network. Then. suaming the costs for a given

path between two nodes, one can assign a value to every

18



possible path, and thereby (theoretically) pick the lowest

cost path between a source and destination.

There may be many ways to assign channel values. One

practical technique would be to count the backlog of traffic

(or packets) waiting to use a particular link. This queue

or delay represents a portipn of the total time it takes for

a message to reach its destination. Normally it is desired

that traffic move througo the Aetwork as quickly as

possible. This is particularly important if the network is

to accommodate real-time speech. Therefore, a channel value

which reflects net transmission time is useful. This is the

technique used in this study.

o. NETWORK DYNiBZCS

Nodes and links represent the static network structuae.

But a practical network must accommodate changes which may

be represented as the creation or destruction of nodes or

links. ?urtharmore, there must be a concept for passing

network maintenance information and* most importantly, user

traffic.4 1. outine or ser Tragfic

A network exists to pass routine traffico Uaific

could be either inter-active voice (characterized by

" .19



real-time conversations), or data (characterized by one-way

transmissions assembled or stored at the receiving end for

later review).

In a digital network, both voice and data traffic

are trausaitted in the form of digital packets. For voice

traffic, the most important thing is that packets arrive at

a relatively uniform rate. Voice packets are created by

sampling the voice signal. The number of voice bits

required per unit time is a function of the encoding

technique and the desired quality of the received signal.

any additional bits are unnecessary and therefore waste

channel capacity. Fewer bits, in the form of delayed or

lost voice packets, may degrade the reception. Note that

once a voice packet is delayed one inter-packet period~it is

no longer useful.

?or data traffic, it is not necessary to have a

smooth flow of traffic. Bursty traffic is quite acceptable.

The important thing is that after the message is divided

into packets for transmission from the source node, all

these packets are recovered and reassembled properly at the

destination node to recreate the original message.

20



The ability for data packets to move satisfactorily

in a bursty manner allows them to complement the rigid

schedule of voice packets. A concept for the integration of

voice and data traffic is discussed in more detail in

Chapter III.

2. Broken Links

As defined earlier., a link implies the capability

for two-way communications betveen two nodes. A broken link

is recognized in a node when it is discovered that this

two-way capability no longer exists. Depending on the

situation, as explained in Chapter III, the two nodes on

eacb side of a link may realize a link is broken at

different times,

in modeling a netwowk, a broken link may be used to

rapresent various events. If a node is lost, it could be

reflected as a broken link between the lcst node and each of

Its neighbors. If the transaission path betweea neighbors

is interruptede, this can be represented as a loss of a

single link between the two uodes. If links axe broken in a

particular pattern, it may indicate that a particular node

t] is moving away from its neighbors.

21
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3. Ne" Links

As opposed to a broken link, a new link is created

when the nodes on each end establish comamunication with each

other. This will typically require soae interaction between

the two nodes.

New links would be created when an inactive node

becomes active, when a moving node moves into range ot other

nodes, or when other conditions change to enable two-way

communications between two nodes where conditions previously

prevented this link.

It is apparent that a network can be dynamically

modeled by allowing links to be broken or created to

_ represent physical activities such as changing signal paths,

nodes entering and leaving the network (being turned on or

off), node movements and other situations.

t4 . Hetwvork ttaintenangg Traffic

If the nodes in a network are to be as organized and

resourceful as described above, then they oust be prograzmed

to communicate with each other, passing information related

to their activity and capabilities. In a netwock with fully

distributed control, the objective is to achieve efficient

network-wide communication under the constraint that aach

22



node can only transmit and receive directly with a limited

number of neighbors. There is no central control facility

to route and aonitor traffic between non-adjacent nodes.

Every user in the network must be able to reach

every other user in the network in a manner which is

transparent to all userst even in a dynamic environment

where links are created or broken randomly. Therefore, over

and above user traffic, nodes must pass network mainteaance

traffic. This traffic should be transparent to the user.

This means that the nodes measure or sense their operational

status and are programmed to automatically report

information to their neighbors. Neighbors process the

information and may then aitomatically relay the processed

information to selected neighbors until every node requiring

the information eventuall.y receives it. A program or

algorithm that generates and processe network maintenance

traffic is commonly called a protocol. At a miniumu, to

aodel a ptactical network, network maintenance traffic must

accommodate new linka, broken links, and changes in channel

values which may ropresent more e~ficient ways of routing

routine traffic through the network. The concept of

protocols for distributed networks is discussed in much

greater detail in Chapter IMI.

23



III. LEVELS O.F DISTRIBUTED PROTOCOL

A distributed protocol in a packet radio network is

defined as algorithms which are executed independently in

each node to process both aetwork maintenance and routine

traffic. The effect should be the overall efficient use of

network resources, approaching the efficiency of a centrally

controlled network.

A particular protocol may be based on many design

considerations. Of course the designer must consider the

}l  capabilities of available or proposed equipment and the

characteristics of the operating medium. But within these

constraints, the designer may be iree to trade off such

things as simplicity and robustness for speed and

sophistication. And of course these qalities are not

mutually exclusive. Therefore, the examples of distributed

protocols iAn the literature vary from rather limited, simple

ones such as yen's algorith aEef 1] to sore

sophisticated and complicated algorithms such as

Segal lots (Ref. 2).

It may be belpful to break down network operations

performed by each node into thiee groups oL levels of

protocol. In this way activities can be isolated#
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controlled and analyzed in a modular fashion while assuming

the remainder of the node's functions are unaffected and

operating as expected. This study assumes three levels of

protocol. The first is node to node protocol, the second is

network management protocol and the third is user service

protocol. Concepts and examples of node to node protocol

and user service protocol are discussed in some detail in

this chapter. Netuork management protocol is mentioned only

briefly in this chapter., Uo'ever, a detailed concept and

example is developed and analyzed in the remainder of this

study.

A A. NODE TO NODE. PROTOCOL

There are several activities required in an active

notvork which basically involve only two nodes-. Perhaps the

most fundamental inter-action is recognizig each other.

This mutual rocognition is considered a link. Liaks exist

to pass traffic, uhich leads to another important

tater-odal function, that of the r.ceiviag node informing

the sendiaq node that it has received its message.

3~~-u . tbibn nd donitorinc-a Link

a & node to node protocol should provide tot

establishing comaunicat ions between two nodes. This could

,.4' 1 25



be accomplished by each node asynchronously transmitting a

beacon message on a designated frequency. The beacon

message would contain the identity of its originator. Any

other node receiving the beacon message with an adequate S/N

ratio checks its list of neighbors. If the node addressed

in the beacon message is not found on the receiving node's

neighbor list, the receiving node would initiate an

acknowledgement message addressed to the node which sent the

beacon message. If the original node now receives the

acknowledgement, it adds the node which sent the

acknowledgement message to its neighbor list and sends that

node a notice message that two way communications exist.

Pinally, the node which initially responded to the beacon

message adds the originator of the beacon messageto its

neighbor list and a new link is born.

As mentioned in Chapter I, the implementation of a

link may vary by design. If, for example, the two way link

actually consists of two frequency bands which enable

simultaneous transmission betueeu two nodes on a single

link, the the interchange of information in establishing

the link would include the determination of mutually

available frequency bands. If, on the other hand# the

26



network used Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA), which was

the technique actually used in the DARPA packet radio

testbed which operated in the San Francisco Bay

area [Ref. 3], then different information must be passed to

establish a link.

Once established, the status of a link must be

monitored. The beacon message could also be used for this

function. A node should expect to receive beacon messages

from every node on its neighbor list. Therefore, when it

receives the beacon message there is no need to reply.

However, it may note the time it received the last beacon

message from each of its neighbors. Failing to receive

beacon message from a neighbor over an established period of

time would prompt a node to conclude that it had lost two

way communications. This may have an impact on many other

- nodes in the network and would therefore initiate a reaction

by the Network management protocol as discussed in paragraph

2 below. When a node discovers it has lost a link* the

corresponding node on the other end of the link must be

repaoved from its list of neighbots.

There is another acre immediate way for a node to

discover that it has lost a link. This would occur when a

27



node attempted to send a packet to a neighboring node but

does not receive an appropriate acknovledgement for a

successful transmission. If this is the case, the sending

node could try to retransait at least one more time, but

eventually it may conclude that the link has been broken.

Once again this may initiate activity by a higher level

protocol. This also demonstrates how one node may discover

th.t a link has been broken before it is discovered by its

corresponding neighbor. In any packet radio concept, the

establishment and monitoring of links is a fundamental

activity that can be delegated to a low level protocol.

2. Packet a g~qgledqeat

Another node to node function is the acknowledgement

by the .-eceiving node to the sending node that a packet has

been successfully transmitted across a link. Under any

practical operating concept for a packet radio netvork,

there are significant opportunities for a node to improperly

receive a packet. A few of these situations include

multipath interference, intentional or unintentional

jamming, fading or isproper synchonization. a conservative

design consideration would preclude a transmitting node froa

purging a transmitted packet from its memory until it has

received acknowledgement that the packet has been received.

20
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In the ALOHA net, operated by the University of

Hawaii, this acknowledgement is accomplished as the sending

node monitors the retransmission of the receiving node. If

the retransmission matches what was sent, the sending node

eliminates the packet from its memory. If it did not, the

packet is resent. This is an adequate technique for an

ALOHA-type network. But if a node uses different

frequencies for each link, this technique may be

impractical.

Another concept is to terminate each packet with

check bits. The number of check bits per packet would be a

function of the expected probability of error per bit for an

average link. if a!.' check bits are properly received, the

receiving node reports its successful reception to the

sending node in a brief message. Lack of such a report

after an established period of time may prompt a node to

retransmit a packet. Receipt of an ackno.ledgement would

cause a node to eliminate the packet froa its memory,

considering it successfulLy transmitted. There are chack

Ibit schemes for fail-safe communications which are not only

more efficient than a bit-for-bit check, but are also more

reliable [Ref. '4].
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Other verification concepts may offer still other

advantages. Hovever, because of the inherent potential and

significant effects if bit error in radio communications, it

is very likely that some technique of ensuring accurate

packet transmission will be required in any packet radio

network.

B. NETVORK HAN&GEMENT PROTOCOL

The primary objective of a communications network is to

move user traffic from source to destination. A network

management protocol is intended to organize the network so

that traffic moves efficiently under all conditions.

If one assumes that node to node activities are

appropriately handled by a lover level protocol as described

above, then he can treat the loss or addition of another

_TJ link as a routine event, and process the information as it

would affect the entire network. Therefore, network

managameat protocol is not concerned with how o- under hat

conditions a link is established. It only acts on 'the

information that a link does or does not ekist.

The futdasental network-wide management operation is

the update. in an operatioaal network, traffic on each link
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is constantly changing. To efficiently use the network to

pass traffic between two given nodes, it is desirable to

find the "Best Path" between the two nodes. Exactly what is

measured may be a subjective decision. But once made, this

quantity can be used to compare various alternatives and

select a best path. Yet the best path can be expected to

vary with time, for loading on each link of a network may be

constantly changing. Therefore best paths must be updated

periodically to accommodate network dynamics.

In a distributed control network, each node could

initiate its own update. The form of this update message

and exactly how it is processed in the network depends on

the selected protocol. There is always a design trade-off

involving the frequency of updates with the corresponding

generation of urdate messages (management traffic) versus

the effects of old or outdated best paths. This tradeoff

should not be a casual decision. In a network of n nodes,

there are at least n(n-1) best paths. With some of the most

efficient algoriths, it may take at least (n**3) node to

node messages to complete one network-wide update under the

worst conditions (see Appendix C). Therfore it is desirable

to find an effective update frequency which provides for
realistic and efficient network traffic flow.
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In addition to updating existing paths, the updating

process can serve to introduce new links into the network.

In some protocols such as Segall's (Ref 2) the arrival of a

new link has an immediate impact on the network update

process. As in the case of broken links discussed next,

Segall immediately initiates a new update message whenever a

node experiences a change in its link status. This creates

a situation where update messages initiated by the same node

may be negotiating the network at the sane time. Therefore

there must be provisions to prioritize these messages so

that the most recent message takes precedence over the

outdated messages. This is normally accomplished by

* introducing cycle numbers as part of each update message and

many other network management messages. The problem with

cycle numbers is that they can potentially grow larger than

the allotted buffer space. Segall places a bound on his

cycle numbers by using a procedure devised by Finn (Hef. 5].

One of the objectives of this study is to

investigate a network manageaent protocol that does not

require cycle numbers. 1A this concept new links are

introduced to the netvork only during routine updates. Xt

is assumed that the delay involved may be txaded for

increagid simplicity.
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2. Link Breakdown

Broken links may have various impacts on a network.

If a link is under heavy use, a break may have a serious

effect on net traffic flow. Heavy use may also indicate

that many other nodes rely on this particular link in their

best paths to other distant nodes. On the other hand, some

links may serve very few nodes, and in fact be inactive at

the time a break is discovered.

The objective of any reaction to a broken link is to

- minimize its impact on the flow of traffic and other netwozk

activity. Ideally, traffic should immediately and

automatically be switched to the next best path. One way to

incorporate alternate links under certain circumstances is

described in Appendix a and is considered along with the

proposed network management protocol in Chapter IV.

! ,When it cannot always immediately reroute traffic,

the network management protocol must take action to stop or

reduce traffic intended for a broken link, cause the network

to find new best paths for traffic affected by the break, or

a combination of both. Finding new best paths is typically

done during an update operation. It is a function of a

protocol to indicate how an update may be initiated.
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In some protocols discovery of a break may initiate

an update. For example, the discovering node may broadcast

a special update request message addressed to each

destination for which the discovering node had considered

the broken link as part of a best path. Other nodes echo

the request and eventually the destination nodes receive

their requests and initiate an update. In this concept,

some type of cycle number would be required to mediate

conflicts between new and outdated updates from a single

* destination node which could exist in the network at the

same time.

Alternatively, a protocol can be designed to

routinely issue updates from each node at a rate that

ensures that any previously issued update message froa a

particular node had already passed out of the network, yet

often enough to tolerate freezing traffic blocked by a

broken link until the next routine update provides a new

best path. This is the basis of the network managenent

protocol proposed in Chapter IV.

C. USER SERVICE PROTOCOL

Once a network is constructed and operational, the last

question is how routine user traffic will be packaged and
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processed by each node in the network. This could be

considered the User Service Protocol level. In this case

the designer may assume that lower level protocols will work

independently to do things such as update best paths, react

to new or broken links, and ack~ovledge transmissions across

a link. The User Service Protocol uses selected information

from lower-level protocols to efficiently accoaplish its

jprimary function of passing user traffic.

The basic chazacteristic of a user service protocol in a

packet radio network is that, like other lower level

protocols, it should be transparent to the user. Decisions

such as packet size, conteat, and processing depend on the

capabilities of the selected equipment and the prior.ties of

the network designer. In this section a particular

algorithm is discussed as an example of a typical user

service protocol. It is presented to illustlte one

possible technique for managing routine traffic within the

framework of a network operating with other lower level

protocols.

Several assumptions must be made in order to gain

physical appreciation of the requirements of a conceivable
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packet radio network. Some of the parameters selected both

here and in the remainder of this study are based on a

theoretical packet radio concept propcsed for a Marine

Amphibious Brigade by Bond (Ref. 6], and Lucke [Ref. 7].

It is assumed that the network will move both voice

and data traffic. In this section we discuss the

characteristics and requirements of each type of traffic.

As mentioned in Chapter II, voice must flow at a consistent,

periodic rate. Data, on the other hand, can move in bursts

as channel capacity becomes available.

In a digital network, voice must be converted to a

digital signal (vocoding). This is .done by sampling the

analog voice signal and converting each sample to a digital

value. This produces a voiqe packet. In a real-tiae

conversation, any delay of more than approximately 0.1 sac

between speakers becomes noticeable. Therefore a voice

packet should take no more than 0.1 sec to move from the

source node to the destination node. Assuming that packets

will be relayed by a maximum of 10 nodes in our theoretical

network, and further assusing that processing time in each

node is far more significant than the propagation time

between nodes, then the maximu processing delay per node is
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.1 sec
Delay 1 .oe = .01 sec/node/packet.t 10 nodes

Because of the periodicity requirements of voice,

there are certain advantages to establishing a virtual link

between the traffic source and destination. In a packet

radio network, a virtual link may consist of reserving a

time slot on each link along the best path from the source

to destination at the time the virtual link is established.

Once a virtual link is established, it is used until the

source node has finished the voice conversation (unless a

link is broken), regardless of whether or not subsequent

update operations have found other best paths during the

course of the conversation. This ensures periodicity in the

voice traffic, for each voice packet passes thru the same

number of nodes, with the same net processing time for a

given source-des ination pair.

In a practical network, a link would probably be

required to accommodate traffic for more than one node at a

2 t-e. ks implied in the previous paragraph, this may be

accomplished by transmitting traffic for a specific

_ ' ,destination node in an assigned time slot on each link.

This is also called time division ultiplexing. The
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particular slot on each link enroute to a destination is

determined as the call is being initiated and the virtual

link is being built. once established, this slot will only

carry voice packets for its assigned destination until the

virtual link is broken or dismantled.

It is convenient to define the series of time slots

which can each carry a separate virtual link as a Fraae.

Then in each frame, one slot represents one virtual link to

a destination. During normal link operation, each frame is

followed by another fzaae ca cying the next voice packet in

the assigned slot for each virtual link (see Fig. 3.1),

S1 't-4-~-121 sequence of slots

framme

frase frame fame

rig. 3.1. Slot/?rase Concept

%t vas estimazed above that if a maxiaum of 10 nodes

were used in a virtual lank, each node can take up to .01

set to retransmit one voico pack t. it it is fuzthez
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assumed that each frame must handle up to 10 virtual links

(slots), then each slot (which cazries one voice packet) can

be no more than I asec because each frame can last no more

than .01 sec.

.0.1 sec/frame
Slot Duration 1 slots/frame I msec/slot.10 slots/frame

It is eatimated that good quality digital adaptive

Delta-mod voice requires a bit rate of 16 x (100*3)

bits/sec. In the suiltiplexing system meationed above, eauh

voice channel has only a 1/10th duty cycle. Therefore when

active, a virtual link must pass traffic at a rate of 160 z

(10*3) bits/sec.

For this example, if the radios in this network

operate with a bandwidth of approximately 1OOanz ispread

A spectrum), a significat PQs t detection processing' gain

could be obtained

Transmission Bandmidth 10*8
G =

8andwidth of desgae 160 x (10**3)

S625 28 dB.
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2. Data Iraffic

Data traffic would not normally have the stringent

timing requirements that voice traffic may require. On the

other hand, within reason, voice traffic could afford to

randomly lose packets while experiencing a graceful

degradation in the actual, flow of information, whereas any

lost data packets represent an absolute loss of information.

Therefore the network may pass data traffic more slowly, but

must do so more accurately.

Because of the periodicity requirement of voice

traffic, voice packets need to have priority over data

packots. Under this network concept, data traffic would be

integrated as a filler in available slots during pauses in

voice traffic. The result is bursts of data traffic, which

does not lend itself to the virtual link concept described

for voice traffic. In fact it may be simpler to picture

each data packet as an individual message containing the

address of the destination, and being released by the source

node to find its way to the destination node. One advantage

of this concept is that il the network updates its best

paths whilu a source node is releasing data packets for a

particular destination, later packets have the advantage of
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using the updated best paths to their destination. By

contzast, in the virtual link concept considered here,,- once

a virtual link is establishiede traffic is confined to it

even though better paths may become available.

if data traffic is to be moved on the network

developed earlier, it must be able to work within the

frame/slot concept devised for voice traffic. Assuaing a

slot has a duration of 1 usec with a data rate of 160 x

(10**3) bits/sec, then each sloz contains approximately 160

bits of information. In the virtual linlk concept this may

be perfectly acceptable because once the virtual linik is

established, nearly all bits passed on the virtual link are

user traffic. However, if each data packet is to move

independently from the source node to the destination node*

each packet must contain certain ovarhead information which

is commonl.y lumped together at the beginning of the packet

in a preamble.

PREABLE USER DATA

9STINTf&ION "SQ.90. PICKB1W IS. SOI, E UE

Fg. 3.2. pr""a10
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The preamble in Fig. 3.2 illustrates some of the

information that might be required in the heading of a data

packet. If this information were to require a portion of

the available bits in every slot, it would seriously degrade

the rate at which user data could be passed. An alternative

is to use much larger data packets.

Data packets are typically created as the source

node divides up a stream of data from a buffer which is

being fed by a console, facsimile device, etc. The size of

the packets is dictated by the user service protocol.

Therefore the number of data packets needed to carry the

users entire message is obviously a function of the messages

size and the size of a data packet. On the receiving end,

not only must all data packets be received (correctly), but

it may be required to sort the packets to place them in the

proper order, meaning each packet must be serial numbered.

Information such as this does not contribute to the net flow

of user information. Therefore to pass the largest possible

ratio of user information to preamble information with the

slot technique, a data packet including preamble should be

some larger multiple of a voice packet.

42
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When data packets are transmitted across a link, the

sending node reads the preamble of the data packet and

assigns a slot number on the best path link toward the

destination node. The sending node then divides the data

packet into sub-packets which are the size of a slot.

Depending on the standard size of a data packet, the sending

node sends the remainder of the data packet in the

appropriate slot in consecutive frames. The receiving node

is also progranned to accept a standard number of

sub-pacKets once it has agreed to accept a data packet in a

particular slot. In this way only one preamble is sent per

data packet aud the effective ratio of user information

actually passed could be significantly increased.

This procedure is essentially another version of the

virtual link. Depending on the number of sub-packets and

system priorities for handling sub-packets, a virtual link

for a data packet aay vary in size. Por example, if nodes

are prograsmed to relay sab-packets as soon as they are

successfully received, several nodes on the best path may be

relaying portions of a single data packet at the same time.

In facto the de~stination node may be receiving the first

subpackets before the last sabpackets are transmitted. The

u'" !
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difference is that these virtaal links have a fixed finite

lifespan. They are limited by the amount of time the

designer wants to make a slot unavailable to voice traffic.

An extension of the same idea has two or more slots in the

same frame being used to pass sub-packets of the same data

packet. This provides a more efficient use of a link which

may have little voice traffic and is consistent with the

bursty nature of traffic.

3. Interated anagement Tgaffic

With the exception of the preamble, there has been

no mention of management traffic which is required by node

to node and network management protocols. Typically this

traffic consists of relatively short messages. It is

conceivable that these messages could be tagged on the end

of user packets pliced in each slot. In this situation it

would appear to the network that 100 percent of channel

capacity was available to user traffic. If this is not

practical, then slots could be used on an as-needed basis to

pass groups of Management messages.

There is another aspect of traffic aanagesent that

may be considered. Once voice traffic is intorrupted, it. is

important that the speaker be notified. This could be a

44
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* programmed response to the network's reaction to a broken

link. The result would be for the speaker to quit talking.

Similarly, for data traffic it is practical for the

source node to release only a limited number of data packets

into the network and wait for a receipt acknowledgement from

the destination node as data packets arrive. This is called

$flow control". This prevents a source node from loadng

interim nodes with excessive traffic which the network may

not be able to process because of a lost link to the

destination. It also allows the source node to selectively

retransmit packets that were not successfully received and

erase those that were. Finally, it provides assurance that

the data traffic was received.
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IV. A DISTRIBUTED ETWORK ISANAGEMENT PROTOCOL CONCEPT

This chapter describes a particular concept for a

distributed control network management protocol. This

protocol is limited by design to fit into the lager concept

of independent levels of protocol which handle different

classes of messages, processed as described in chapter III.

Analysis of the protocol developed here by a computer

simulation is discussed in Chapter V.

-*. A. SETTING THE FRAABWORK

The following network management protocol is based on

the assumption that an adequate node to node protocol is

performing necessary functions such as periodically testing

links, discovering new as well as broken links# and

confirming when a packet has been successfully transmitted

across a link.

It is further assumed that the result of this protocol*

which is intended to be a flexible network which can react

to link changes and find new best paths based on the latest

channel values, will be used by a higher level user service

protocol. This higher protocol could resemble that

described in Chapter L. But it is not necessary to define
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a particular user service protocol in order to investigate a

lover level network management protocol. Therefore the

remainder of this study will minimize any assumptions about

the form of higher level protocols which may use the results

of this network management protocol.

B. DEFINITIONS

All the moat common components of our network, such as

nodes and links, have already been aientloned. However it is

necessary here to further describe certain previously

defined components, and to present additional components or

concepts needed to explain the protocol.

1. The_ Bisic GrOUD

The Basic Group is what has been defined as the

network up to this point. A basic group is a collection of

nodes, each having a unique identification, each being

connected to at least one other node in the basic group, and

each node being considered an equal member of the group (~ee

Pig. 4.1). By using only liaks belonging to the basic

group, it is possible to send a message from any node in the

basic group (called the Source) to any other node (called

the Destination).
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Fig. 4 .. Example of a Basic Group

Our network management protocol will initially be

developed with nothing sore than a basic group. Later, a

version of the protocol involving "Related Groups" and

'@Families of Groups" will be introduced. However this will

have.little impact on the basic concept.

In order to move user traffic efficiently, the

protocol must be able to calculate the best route from a

source to destination node. To do thiso each link is

issigned a channel value, and these values are summed and

compared to determine the best path from the source to

destination node. It is not essential to specify in advance

the exact physical nature of these channel values, or
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distances as they are sometimes called. But whatever

channel value physically amounts to, it should reflect the

relative "cost" of sending traffic over a link at the time

it is measured.

A best path implies that, based on existing links

and current channel values at the time it was measured,

there is at least one combination of links whose net channel

value represents the most efficient path from the source to

destination. This is frequently considered the minimum

delay route. Best paths can become outdated for two

reasons: either one of its links is broken making movement

impossible, or another combination of links develops a lower

net channel value.

It should be noted that each link is a two way

communications channel, and usually the current channel

value in one direction has no relationship to the channel

value in the other direction. In Fig. 4.2 below, the

channel value from nodes A to D is 1. However the channel

value fro& nodes B to A is 5. This means that for any two

nodes in a basic group, the best path from the first node to

the second is not necessarily the best path from the second

node to the first. Thus in any basic group of N no.des,

there are V CH-1) or approximately S4**2 possible best paths.
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f< hannel valuesGC
A >B

Fig. 4.2. Channel Values on a Two-way Link

2. Activities

In the course of maintaining the network, the

protocol will cause each node to initiate and participate in

several management activities. Bost have already been

mentioned and will only b, discussed briefly here.

The best path update is the fundamental operation of

this level of protocol. As chaanel values change and best

paths become outdated, steps must be taken to gind the new

best path. This process is automatically and asynchronously

initiated by each node, and when it is coapleted (which may

j require the origination of several update cycles as

discussed below), every other node in the basic group knows

the latest best path to the initiating node. rhis operation

is periodically required of every node in the network. The
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reason why complete updating of the best paths may require

more than one initiation or an update cycle can be seen in a

simple example. In the network in Fig. 4.3, node A sends

out an update message to nodes B and C. Node C updates its

channel value to A from 5 to 4 but still retains its old

best path thru node B believing it has a total channel value

of 3. Finally afte-- node B relays A's update message to C,

node C learns that the actual channel value thru node B to A

is now 7. When & initiates its next update, node C will

change its best path to node A to be the direct A-C link.

Channel valueslas of last
update

.' Channel values now

.' 4

3 C

fig. 4.3. Update Zterations

- broken link can be a traumatic event in the

Detwork. Therefore the protocol will react to broken links

in an attempt to ainiaize the effect on user traffic flow.
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First it will attempt to switch all traffic hampered by the

broken link to an alternate link. An alternate link is

defined only in respect to individual nodes, and if one is

available, it may be used by a node if the node is faced

with an inability to move traffic over a previous best path

which now contains a broken link. An alternate link can

only be considered as a temporary fix. Its only guarantee

is that if, used, it will not create a loop situation. a

loop is defined as a closed path consisting of a series of

links. Therefore traffic leaving a loop node will

eventually return to that node. In Fig. 4.4, node 2 cannot

consider the link to node A as &n alternate link if node 4

routes traffic destined for node I through node 3. This

creates a loop. Uouever if node 2 can be assured that node

4 will not route traffic destLied for node I on any path

which eventually moves through node 2, then node 2 can

switch traffic to node 4 after a break with confidence that

it retains a loop-free uetvork.

Although switching traffic of a best path implies a

decrease in efficiency, the alternate may be to stop all

traffic routed over a broken link. Of course this aay be

even less efficient. But a node faced with the decision aay
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Best Path Link~

55 5

43 4 34

22 2

Loop Loop-fr'ee

Ze for'e Br'eaa- After BreakI

Pig. 4*4 Loop

Uot 41vaV:; havO thO OPtIon Of iiz alternkate link, see

Paragzi~ph C3 below dud Appendix A fOr a disicussio aiad proof

Of An atetatG link COUCePt Wh~.ch iS Cospatible With the

aethOrk manageaent protocol dascribed in this chapter.

ciearly* it is reqired that a nodo be able to cope

vith'a situation where it tAy 1.ote a.U4 access to -ono oi: more

aiodea. tSecovery .1.s definod' as efeutulli establishiay

aaotber path to the dsona'actod u~des. The eflici.oncy Ot



recovery is defined as the speed at which a path isV

reestablished over the new best path.

To accomplish the above activities, each node in the

network will create, process and relay messages from other

nodes. The processing w!ll frequently change components of

a message that a node receives from a previous node, adding

information to the message before relaying it. Nodes are

also selective as to which other nodes it will send or relay

a message. The net result is to improve network-wide

operation and efficiency.

3. Hessaes :

The network management protocol is required to send

two types of overhead messages related to the maintenance

activities mentioned in the previous paragraph. Each

S message will have several elements which will be abbreviated

and represented in a message argument.

a. Update essage

The symbol for an update message and its

components are shown below. The letter 1 identifies the

last node to relay the update message (or U-msg). The

letter d identifies the originator of the -isg. Note that

when the originator first sends the U-msgv I=d. D(l) is the

cummulative channel value on the best path from I to d.
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Update Message >U(1,d,D(J))

b. Broken Path Message

The symbol for a broken path message and its

components are shown below. The argument d represents the

destination node for wliicji the broken link is blocking

traffic, and corresponds to the d in the U-msg. The d in

the tJ-msg is the identity of the initiating node, and

represents the destination to which the best paths created

by this U-msg will point. -The d in the X-msg indicates that

Ithe best path to d is broken.
Broken Path Message X>Z d)

C. THE~ CONCEPT

The objective of this network management protocol is to

proviide a single algorithm that can operate auatonomously in

each node of a network to .ovide cospletely decentralized

network control* yot provide tor efficient traffic routing.

This algorithm was also chosen for its relative Sisplicizy

and poteatial robustness* Its primary departutre from most

other algorithes of this natuzre is that it attempts to
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accommodate new and broken link events without requiring

. cycle numbers. The algorithm is given in Appendix B.

1. Normal Operations without New or Broken Links

It is most convenient initially to study the update

process while freezing the status of nodes and links. We

will also initially assume each node has a best path to

every other node. As mentioned earlier, the basic group or

network consist of N nodes. The number of links between

these nodes will normally exceed the number of nodes.

Normally, if they are evenly distributed, the sore links

into an average node, the more robust is the network.

To efficiently use a network, traffic should take

the best path from the source to destination node. To

identify and use thi~s path, each node along the way mast

know the destination of the traffic, and vhat neighboring

node is downstreas on the beat path to each destination.

Downstream will imply movement towazd the destination, that

is, ralaying the traffic to another nodu with a smaller

cuamulative channel value to the destination. Upstream

implies movement away trov the destination, normally

backwards along the best path. The update message allovs

each node to determine whia4 neighbor is on its best path to
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every other node in the network. Each node periodically

initiates a U-asg to all its neighbors. In Pig. 4.5 node 1

6

U3 4iit

Pig. 4.5. Zntiating an Update

initiates an update by sending U(1,1,0) to nodes 2 and 4.

When a node receives a U-msg ititiated by d, it computes the

t cuamulative channel value to 4 thru 1 and compares it to the

- last cummulative channel value along the nodels current bat

I path to d. For example, in Pig. 4.5, suppose node 4 had

previously selected the direct link with channel value S

as its best path to node 1. deanwhile node 2 has &Iz

received a U-msg from node I, has determined that this is

its best path to node 1 because no other path offers a
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cummulative channel value of 1, and has relayed node I's

U-Msg. Node 2 sends a modified U-msg to all of its

neighbors except the neighbor from which it received the

13-msg. Now the U-asg is updated with the cumaulative

distance from node 2 to node 1. Let d(il) be the channel

value on the link from a node i to any neighbor 1. Then the

cummulative channel value from node 2 to node 1 is

d (2,r1) + D (1) 1 + 0 1 1.

D (1) is taken from the U-msg received by node 2 from node

1. d(1,2) is calculated at some earlier designated time

when all nodes in the network simutaneously .calculate and

fix channel values to each of their neighbors (this

procedure is discussed in greater detail in Chapter V).

Therefore the U-msg re.&,ayed to node 2's neighborA is

U(2,1,1) which states that node 2 is relaying a U-msg from

node 1 aud the cumaulative channel value through node 2 to

node 1 along its best path is 1.

When node 4 receives the U-msg from node 2, -it once

agaiu processes the message in a standard fashiou. as shown

in Pig. 4.6, the channel value from node 4 to node 2 is 3

(d (40 31 w3). Now upon receiving the 0-msg from node 2. node

I 4 calculates the wnaulative channel value through node 2 to
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2 " Best Path link to node'l

Fig. 4.6. Node 2 Relays Node Vs U-msg

the initiator of the U-msg (d=nodel). For node 4 in this

' e xample

d(4,2) + D(2) + 3 + 1 4.

', lhen node 4 compares this value with the latest cummulative

channel value for its best path to node 1 (which node i will

define as the symbol 3(d)) it will find that it is aore

efficient to go thru node 2 to get to node 1 or B(1)-2.

A Note that in future discussions the term "Best Path will..

imply the optimum series of liaks whereas S(d) will

indicate a specific neighboring node which a transmitting

node considers as the next downstream node on the best path

to destination d.
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in this exaaple, node 4 receives a U-sg which

enables it to improve its best path to d. Any node which

changes its best path or the cuamulative channel value for

its current best path must, in turn, relay this information

to all of its neighbors (except B (d). This is necessary

because, given this new information, an upstream neighbor

may have an opportunity to update its B (d). On the other

hand, if a node receives a U-asg which does not change the

node's B(d) or cumaulative channel vlaue to d, it will not

relay the U-asg. This is acceptable because the upstream

nodes already have access to the current route which is

considered more efficient than a route through the node

which relayed the last U-asg.

Deletion of update messages is an important

function. if the network were not allowed to eliminate

useless messages, it could impose a significant unnecessary

burden on the manageaent traffic load. In a network of N

nodes, there are approximately N**2 best paths. If#, when

each node initiated an update operations every other node

indiscriminately relayed the update message, there would be

a minimum of approximately "xinumber of links) update
; .1i

messages generated when each node originates an update in a
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network of N nodes. Therefore to control this growth, the

--s first node to receive a useless U-msg eliminates it.

Fig. 4.7 shows the complete network with channel

values and best paths from all nodes, to node 1 before and

after update. The order in which U-usgs arrive at a node

can significantly affect the number of U-asgs generated in

reaching the optimum solution. But (assuming static values

for the channel values) the end result will always be

optimum, even though it say require several update

initiation cycles to stabilize. The following is a sequence

of events that could have occurred to update the network in

Pigs 4.7.

Node 1 generates U(11,,O) and sends it to Nodes 2

and 14.

Node 4 receives Node I's U-msg. Since this is

alzeady its 3(1), it updates its net channel value,

generates 0(4,1,5) and seads it to nodes 2,3, and 5.

.8eanvhile Node 2 receives Node 1ts 9-asq upstreaa

along its BI), updates its net channel value, generates

U(2,1,11 and sends it to Nodes 3 and '4.

Node 2 receives Node 4's U(l4, ,5 compares it to

5(1), and discards it.
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Node 3 receives Node 4's U(4,1,5), compares it to

its latest B(1) and discards it.

Node 5 receives U(4pl,,5) upstream from its B(1)#

generates (5,1.,10) and sends it to Nodes 3 and 6.

Now node 4 receives Node 2's U(2,1,1), compares it

to its last B(1) and selects a new B(1)=2. Since it changed

B(d), Node 4 issues U(4,1,.4) to Nodes 3 and 5 which will

eventually be discarded by both nodes.

deanwhile Node 3 receives Node 2's U (2,1,1), updates

its B(1) and generates U(3,1.,3) for Nodes 4,5 and 6.

Node 5 receives Node 3's U(3,1,3), finds this better

than its previous B(1) and sets B(1)=3. Nov Node 5 must

also issue U(5,1,,4) to Node 4 and 6.

Node 3 receives Node 5's previous U(5,1,10) and

discards it. Node 4 receives Node 5's later U(5,1,4) and

also discards it.

Node 6 initial1y received Node 5's U(5,1,10) but

retained its old B(1)m3. Later Node 6 receivod U(5,1,4).

this time it finds this path much better and sets B(1):5.

it also issues U(6,1,6)to.node 3. Eventually Node 6

receives 11(3,1,3) but discards t. Finally, Node 3 receives

U (6,1,6) and discards it.
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In the above example, the senerio would have been

slightly changed had messages arrived in a diffezent order,

but the ultimate best path results would be the same.

2. IntroduCing New and Brokenl LijakU

Realistically a network must integrate new links and

recover from broken links. Later the "Alternate Link"., as

an interim fix, will be discussed. But initially we shall

assume that there are no known routes remainiag from the

node which detects the broken link* to soae destination.

assume also that traffic for this destination may already be

stored in the detecting node, or euroute to it under the

assumption that the broken link is still intact. The

network management protocol must provide for a graceful

recovery.

In order to eliminate the added complexity of cycle

numbers, the protocol is restricted to initiating une U-msg

from any one node in the network at one time. This means

that there must be enougA time for an update cycle or

session initiated by a node to propagate thin the entire

network, updating all, best paths as it goes. When a break

cuts of f access to a node, it is important that a now update

from that node (or nodes) be initiated and propagatad thru
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the network as soon as possible in order to identify new

best paths so that stalled traffic can continue to their

destinations. In order to address this problem, the

protocol assigns the highest processing priority to U-msgs.

This is intended to allow U-msgs to perform the update (and

therefore eliminate themselves from the net) as soon as

possible., At the same time4 the protocol sets the frequency

at which each node periodically initiates a new U-msg. The

idea is to establish a practical U-msq initiatiou frequency

so that the event of a broken link does not reqaire a

request for initiation of a special update messaget and yet

does not leave user traffic stranded for a long time.

*1 It might be helpful to consider an example of this

in terms of the user service protocol example in chapter

III. Xf the average distance between nodes is approxiaately

3 km (based on the darine Amphibious Brigade model) then

assuming speed of light propagation the signal travel time

between nodes is

3 km
travel time - 10*-5 sec = 10 usec'

3 x 10**5 km/sec

Puzthermore assume a network or basic group of 50 aodeso and

4 assume a longest best path of 30 nodes. Then the maximum

total travel time is
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30 links x 10 usec/link = 300 usec.

Assume an additional 20 usec processing time in each node

(when protocol messages are given top priority). Then the

total time for a U-msg to process thru the entire net is

approximately I msec. Therefore if the protocol required

each node to initiate a U-msg every .Isec (or once every 10

frames), approximately Isec + Imset is the longest any

traffic should be stranded due to a broken link. This

should not significantly affect data traffic which is bursty

in nature anyhow. Although detectable in voice traffic, il-

would not be serious unless failures occurred repeatedly.

This situatiou could be improved by increasing the frequency

of the update at the cost of more network management

traffic.

This protocol requires that traffic which is

stranded due to a broken link wait to be rescued by a

routine U-resg from the destination node to which the traffic

is addressed. Yet there axe still actions which can be

taken to make good use of the broken link information and

minimize the trauma of recovery. Since there is no

assurance that any of the nodes closo to the beak will be

on the new best path# it is probably helpful to fxaee data
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traffic enroute to a broken link. This is one of the

functions of a broken path message (X-asg).

Best Path link to node 1
6 

5..

t5

3

2

bestFig. .8* Sending the X-sag Upstream

When a ,de discovers a broken link on Gne of its

best paths* it initiates a X-wzg for every destination node

for which the discovering nodes considered the broken link

as part of the best path, These nodes are easy to identify

because this is the same infgrmation used for norsal routig

operations. The initiating node sends the Z-asgs to all of

its neighbors. For ezamplea as shown in Fig. 4.8, when Bo4e

V 3 discovers that the link to Sode 2 (and (1) is broken* it

will initiate an X-msg which is X1(1). vote in this example
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that the broken link could also be Node 3's B(2), also

requiring a X (2) message. But for simplicity it is assumed

that Node I is the only destination in this network. The

1(1) is sent to all of Node 3's neighbors. Node 4 and 6 do

not consider Node 3 to be on their best path to Node 1.

Note that for Node 4, this is a correct assumption. But for

Node 6 this assumption is not correct. In any event, if a

node receives a X-msg from a non-best path neighbor, it

discards the X-usg and takes no other action. This is how

useless X-msgs are eliminated.

Node 5, on the other hand, receives X(1) from its

B(1). This indicates that it has lost its best path to Node

1. is with Node 3, when a node discovers that its best path

to d is broken, it freezes any data traffic in its buffer

for d, and issues an X-msg. Therefore Node 5 now issues

X(1) to Nodes 4 and 6. Once again Node 4 ignores the X-asg

However this time Node 6 has received the X-msg from its

3(1). This would caus& Node 6 to stop sending data traffic

until a new best path is found.

At the User Protocol level, which may employ virtual

links as described in Chapter III, the X-msg may not be

enough to stop all traffic routed over a given link when a
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break is discovered. A virtual link fixes a route at the

time it is created, for the duration of the traffic session.

In the meantime, subsequent update cycles may have caused

nodes along an established virtual link to select other

nodes as B (d) while maintaining its virtual link thru the

node Rnich was the B(d) at the time the virtual link was

created. Therefore, in addition to sending X-msgs to all

neighbors for all destinations for which a broken link was

considered a best path, it may also be necessary to define a

Virtual Disconnect message which would be relayed upstream

to break down virtual links. In fact something like this

would probably be required in any network using virtual

links to break down the virtual links when uQsrs have

completed a routine traffic session.

Because of the frequency of the U-msgo it may not be

necessary for a X-msg to work its way all the way upstream

to the most remote node on the best path. In Fig. 4.9 Node

2 could have issued its X(1) after Node I issued U(IJ,1,O) tn

Node 4. in this case, if Node 4 had not yet processed

U(1,1,0) when it received the X11) trol its B(I), Node 4

' would immediately adopt the direct link as its $1) and

issue U(4,I,5) to Nodes 2, 3, and 5. Since Node 2 alzeady
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a Best Path link to node 1
" 6

I3 4

2

Pig. 4*.9. 1-asg Beets U-mg

froze traffic for Node I, it would immediately release the

traffic to Node 4 considering Node 4 as its B(1). If Node 3

2had already frozen traffic for Node I# the same would apply.
tBu in this situation it is linkely that a nev best path

would be established before traflic in odes 5 and 6 were

even affected by the broken link.

New links do not have the traumatic impact of broken

links. A new link represents the addition of a new neighbor

for the two nodes on each side of the link. since the link

is initially urloaded, it is likely to become a prime

candidate for a link in several best paths because of its

low channel value. Zt is necessary to guard against
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oscillations here vhich can be done by assigning arbitrary

initial average channel value to the new link vhich would

enable the link to be gracefully integrated into the

* network. In time, as the link becomes used, the effect of

this arbitrary assignment will disappear. Once again,

because of the frequency of initiating U-msgs, there is no

need to request special updates upon the discovery of a new

link. It will be integrated into the network quickly enough

Just by normal updates.

i 3, Alternate •Link - an Interia Xix

It is not always necessary to stop traffic in the

face of a broken link. Ideally every best path would have a

backup path so that when a broken link is discoverede

t-affic is immediately switched to the backup path with

miniau ripple in network traffic flov. But this zay not be

possible, and the additional complexity in the protocol as

- vyell as the increase in the volume and content of network

managesena messages appeaxs significant.

Howevesr, as explained in Appendix A, the protocol as

described in this chapter provides sufficieat information to

sanage the basic update and broken link functiona, and with

a slight increase in processing at each node, the same

--
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ustwork mauagesent messages can Occasionally provide a

real-time routinG alternative to a broken link. This is

called an alternate link.

The alternate link is identified during the update

operation. For example$ daring a routine Update for Node 1

of the network in Fig. 4&.100 Node 2 will send tJ(261,2) to

INodes 3 and 14. Rode 4 will not select Node 2 as its B(I).p

and would normally discard the U-msg. However if Node 4

made one additional comparison, it may still find-4 he Node 2

roate to Node I useful.

I4>

3 4

* 2>

Po any node jo by copring tho cuail-ative chaaaal

Value (0 (1,)) of the 1 wst ralayiag uode (I) vith node J'

curzent caaealttl" chaanel Value along. its best path to d.
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node J can determine if traffic passing thru node 1 can also

eventually pass back thru node J. Assuming all links have a

minimum channel value >0, if node j's cummulative best path

channel value >= D(1), then node j is assured that node 1

does not pass traffic thru node j in order to get to d.,

This minor conclusion provides node j with a loop-free

alternative path to d if it should discover a break in its

best path. This alternative says nothing about

multi-destination or implied loops. It only offers a

temporary fix for a node which has experienced a broken

link.

Going back to the example in Fig. 4.10, Node 4 notes

in U(2,1,2) that D(2) = 2 which also equals the cummulative

channel value for Node 4's B(1). This causes Node 4 to list

Node 2 as an alternate link to Node 1. In larger networks,

one node can certainly have alternate links for several d4s

as well as several alternate links for a single d. Node 3

in the example sets B(1) = Node 2. Uomever when it receives

U(4,1.2), it will list Node 4 as its alternate link to Node

1. Likewise Node 2 will pick Node 4 as its alternate link

to Node 1. But note that Node 4 can uot rely on Node 3 as

an alternate link. When Node 4 received U (3,1.,4) from Node
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3, it has no way of insuring that the route is not as shown

in Fig. 4.11. Therefore in the absence of any further

overhead traffic, Node 4 discards this inforaation as

unreliable.

3 4

lig. 4.11. Potential Loop Situation

The impact of alteraate links is not clear. if a

*1 network is very evenly veighted and richly connected, each

node could have one or tore alternate links to most of the

other nodes in the network. This laplies that broken links

may only require a shift in traffic. A less evenly

distributed network would have some nodes with alternate

links and others ithout. In this case some X-usgs might be

avoided, others curtailed, and yet others unaffected. At a

minimum, the alternate link concept appears to add
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additional robustness to the network. At best it may allow

the Update frequency to be decreased, cutting down the rate

of management traffic.

*D. EXPANDING TO RELATED GROUPS AND FAMILIES

Although there is no theoretical limit on the number of

nodes in a basic group, there may be practical

*considerations which make it attractive to limit this

number. For example, when all nodes are considered part of

a single basic group, then every node in the basic group

(which includes the entire network) must record a B(d) for

every other node in the network. This further implies that

updates for every individual node can potentially span the

entire network. As the number (N) of nodes in a richly

connected network grows, the number of U-msgs generated (to

complete an update for one source) under worst-case

conditions approaches 3 (1H**. (See Appendix C). Therefore

it may be convenient to partition the network along

operational or geographical boundaries. To investigate

this, several additional definitions must be intrduaced.

1. Mlore Desfigitions

In the top half of Fig. 4.12, all the nodes in a

given network fall into one of six groups numbered 100 thru
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600. Wodes within a particular group consider that group

its basic group. Within a basic group each node has a

unique node identity. For example, in Group 400, there is

only one Node 2. Outside of a node's basic group are other

groups. For each group in the top of Fig. 4.12, there are

five other groups called Related Groups. Note that related

does not imply that two gzpups have a coaon border. For

example, Group 400 does not bo;der Group 200. By combining

the group and node identity0 each node can, once again, have

a unique identity i the network. For example, Node 2 in

group 400 can uniquely be called Node 402.

Purthermore, the six groups in the top of Fig. 4.12

-wan be grouped together and called a Family. This family

could also have a unique identity, such ai' 3000 in Fig.

4.12, and be one of a number of families which combine to

form a large network of nodes. In the bottom of Fig. 4.12,

there are four fatilies numbered 1000 through 4000. Once

again, every group, in every family in the bottom of Fig.

4.12 could have a Vode 2. Bat when group and family

identities are added to the node identity, each node retains

a unique identity. To fully identify Node 2 mentioned

earlier, it can now be called Mode 3402. by using this
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three tier identity concept, there is a potential to reduce

i "network management traffic. There is no requirement to stop

at three tiers; however three tiers suffice to demonstrate

the principles.

One requirement of this structuring principle is

that groups and families must retain some continuity. That

does not mean that groups and families cannot move in

relation to each other. It simply means that entire groups

and families can not distribute all their nodes randomly

around the network. If the network must tolerate complete

random node movement, then the single basic group concept

seems best suited to control the network. However there may

be several situations wherein clusters of nodes are likely

to remain geographically and operationally close while being

fluid in a larger network of nodes. ailitary organizations

are a good example of this structuring.

2. 1fliciencies of Growping

in the remainder of this study, any reference to

node identity will imply the full identity including the

nodes s basic group and family, if applicable. all message

formats and contents are also the same. It will be assumed

that all nodes know their assigned group and family. In a
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military network for exaxple, the group could represent the

battalion, and the family could represent the Brigade.

As shown in Fig. 4.12, individual nodes continue to

establish links with neighboring nodes regardless of

arbitrary boundaries. Efficiency is available by changing

the processing of messages that cross these boundaries. The

goal is to reduce the nuaber of network manageaent messages

that travel to remote nodes in the network when there is

small likelihood that the best paths being updated by these

messages will ever be used.

Basic groups are organized to contain a group of

nodes which communicate frequently with each other. Every

node in the basic group has a best path to every other node

in the basic group. For these nodes, which constitute a

mini-network, the basic network management protocol

dascribed in Section C above applies directly. Uoever, the

node to node protocol will establish a link with any node it

can contact. Therefore a node may find that it has a link

with another node outside of its basic group* This is where

group/fasily processing begins.

Fundametally, grouping causes nodes to treat

=elated groups and related faailies as single nodes, while
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still aaintaining the capability to contact each node in the

network. Therefore for our example in Fig. 4.12, Node 3402

has two, other nodes in its basic group, five related groups,

aand three related families. Thus Node 3402 maintains a best

path to a total of 10 network elements. By contrast,

without groups Node 3402 would be required to maintain best

paths to 57 individual nodes in order to contact every node

in the network. It should be noted that basic groups of

v only threa nodes is probably unrealistic. Basic gi.a~ps of

10 to 25 nodes, families of 3 to 5 groups and networks of 3

to 5 families would fit typical military organizations.

klthough there is probably an optimum combination fo .a

given traf ic profile, there are no rigid requiaeenats On

grouping sizes.

During the course of a normal Update, an initiating

node, or a relaying node will send a U-msg to all of its

aeighbors. The receiving node (J) cheac. the identity (1)

of the node vhich last relayed the U (IEd,D(1)) mes age. t

I is not in Node jO basic group, and it 1 does not equal d

(.ndicati ng the last relayinug node did not initiate the

message), Node J discards the U-nsg. It lad, this indicates

to. ode J that a neighbor outside Node jos basic group has
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initiated an Update. if the neighbor is from a related

groap (same family), Node j compares its cummalative best

path channel value or that related group to the net channel

value thzough 1. it this is an improvement, Node j alters

the U-msg with its d(il)., and relays the U-msg to all

neighbors. This procedure continues until this U-msg can

not offer an improved beat path to any other aode or until

j it reaches the family boundary. If Node J's previous best

path was superior to the new possibility, Node j would

±discard the 9-osg. if the neighboring node (1) hichIinitiated the message was from another family, node j would

I check its current cumulative best path channel value to i's

zfaaily, aad compare it to the noet channel value through 1.

As in the case oi a related groap, it there is an

improvement, the U'sq is relayeds otherwise it is4 discardod.

Pig. 4.13 serves to illustrate Updates across

boundaries. The process say become clearer by tracking a

possible sequence of events during a routine update

operation. In Pig. 4,13, the dotted triangles pointing away

from a nods represent that node's (pre-update) best path to

a related family (if the U-asg crtatia$ the best path had
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Update initiated by Node 1301

:10
i ~1 n A, ILo..

2oo.00 200

.... PREVIOUS Best Path PBP after Update

Fig. 4. 13. Update Across Boundaries (partial networkj

crossed a family boundary after being initiated) or best

path to a related group (if the U-msg creating the best path

had crossed a related group boundary after being initiated).

The dark triangle represents the updated best paths after

Node 1301 issues an update.

When Node 1301 issues a U-asg to all of its

neighbors, the nodes in basic group 1300 will update like

any basic group. Nodes $203 and 2202 ill also receive
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(1301, 1301,0)o Node 1203 sees that this U-asg was

initiated by one of its related group neighbors, and after

comparing channel values with its old best path through Node

1202, selects Node 1301 as its new best path to Group 1300

(or B(1300)=Node 1301). This also requires Node 1203 to

adjust and relay the U-msg to all of its neighbors. Node

2102 receives Node 1203's .U-msg across a family boundary,

notes that it was relayed but not initiated by lode 1203,

and discards it. it is discarded because this particular

version of Node 1301's four original update messages (one

for each link) initially crossed a Group boundary.

Therefore all subsequent versions of this U-msg serve to

update best paths to Group 1300 within its family.

Therefore when Node 1203 relayed an offspring of the "group"

version outside its family, Node 2102 discarded it. Node

1202 keeps its best path to Group 1300 through Node 1303.

Node 1201 changes its best path through Node 1203 and relays

the U-msg to its neighbors.

Now Node 1103 notes that a Group 1200 node has

relayed an U-msg initiated by a third related group in Node

11031s family; therefore it will evaluate this message in an

effort to improve its path to Group 1300. Note that once a
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U-msg successfully crosses a group boundary leaving its

basic group, it continues to cross other group boundaries

until it no longer offers a shorter best path, and is

discarded.

The same considerations apply when initially

crossing a family boundary, as will be seen below. Node

1103 updates its best path to Group 1300 and relays the

U-msg to Nodes 1101 and 3102. Node 1101 retains its path to

Group 1300 through Node 1103. It so happens that Node 3102

currently has Node 1103 as its best path to the 1000 Family.

However when it receives the U-asg relayed by Node 1103, it

notes that it was not initiated by Node 1103 and discards it

since Node 3102 is not interested in establishing a path to

Group 1300, or any other individual group in thq 1000

Family.

?Keanwhile Node 2202 has also received the U-msg

initiated by Node 1301. Node 220Z updates its net channel

value retaining this best path, and relays

U (2202t1301,D(2202)) to all of its neighbors. Node 2102

accepts this new route as its best path to the 1000 Faaily

in prefereuce to its .ess efficient link through Node 1203.

It then relays the U-asg to its neighbors. Node 2101

updates and relays again.
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Now Node 3102 has again received a version of the

u-msg initiated by Node 1301. But this time it vas passed

by a node which was not in the 1000 Family, indicating that

the cummulative channel value in the U-msg up to this point

represents the distance along this proposed path to the edge

of the 1000 Family. Node 3102 compares this to its current

best path channel value to the 1000 Family (which is direct

to Node 1103), and picks the best path. In this example,

Node 3102 found that it was more efficient to travel to the

1000 Family through the 2000 Family, than to cross the

direct link to Node 1103 (rather unusual).

To use this routing information, the Source node

addresses traffic to the destination node and sends the

traffic on its way. If the destination is in the same basic

group as the source, the source has a best path direct to

the destination node. If the destination is in a related

group (same Family), the source node sends the traffic on

the best path to the destination node's basic group. As

soon as it crosses the basic group boundary, the traffic

will reach a node which now has a best path to the specific

destination node. Similarly for inter-faaily traffic: it is

routed on the source node's best path to the family of the
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destination. When it crosses the family boundary, it is
routed by the destinationls group and finally when it

crosses the basic group . boundary, it is routed to the

specific node.

The cost in routing inefficiency entailed by the

tremendous reduction in overhead traffic offered by this

* scheme is obvious from the example in Fig. 4.13. If Node

3102 wanted to communicate with Node 1101 after the Node

1301 update (dark triangles), the %raffic would ultimately

travel through nearly every node in the figure# when if fact

Node 1101 is onl7 two links away from Node 3102. Although

it has been established that it is shorter to go from Node

3102 to Node 1301 than to Nodo 1103 in this case, the full

trip would normally be shorter by the more direct route.

Besides the reduction in overhead traffic, it should

also be noted that group and family boundaries would

normally be selected on operational boundaries, so that. a

relatively small amount of traffic would be expected to

suffer from this self-inflicted inefficiency.

There are some minor exceptions to the above rules

which would be helpful if integrated into this scheme. Por

example, any node on a boundary with a non-best path direct
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link to a node in another group or family, need not reject

or purposely break this link simply because it is programmed

only to use that node's group or family address. The minor

additional overhead of retaining direct links to all

neighboring nodes can be useful in recovering from broken

links. Both the broken path and alternate link concepts

described for the basic group can be applied, virtually

unchanged, to the group/family processing concept.

-4 Best Path

<Channel Value

F _igure 4.1I4. Broken Paths and Alternate Links Across Boun-

daries

k broken link on a best path to a related group or

family causes the discovering node to first look for an
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alternate link. In Fig. 4.14, a portion of a network

including boundary crossings and link channel values is

shown. If these channel values had existed when Node 1203

last updated, Node 2102 would have retained its B(1000)=Node

1203. However when Node 2202 relayed U(2202,1301#3) to Node

2102, Node 2102 would see that D(2202)=3 to the 1000 Family,

which is less than its cummulative best path channel value

to the 1000 Family. Therefore Node 2102 would keep Node

2202 as an alternate link to the 1000 Family. Then if Node

2102 lost its direct link to the 1000 Faaily, it could

immediately switch traffic to Node 2202 with the assurance

that traffic would not enter a loop. Conversely, Node 2202

could not pick up Node 2102 as its alternate link to the
1000 Family because Node 2102's cummulative channel value

(4) is greater than Node 2202's cumaulative channel. value

% i (3).

If Node 2202 experienced a broken link to the 1003

Family in Pig. 4.14, it would be required to initiate a

broken path message to all of its neighbors. When Node 2102

received X(1000) frcm Node 2202, it would disregard the

X-asg since its best path is not affected. When Node 2204

received 1(1000), it would find that its B(1000)= Node 2202
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indicating it had lost its best path to the 1000 Family, and

look for an alternate link. If during the last update by

Node 1203 the channel value b in Fig. 4.14 were such that

b Node 2202's D(1000) >= Node 2102's D(1000)

U or

b + 3 >= 4t

then Node 2204 would switch traffic for the 1000 Family thra

Node 2102. If

b + 3 < 4,

then Node 2204 would relay the I-asg or X(1000) to all of

its neighbors. And the process would continue outward from

the broken link just as witin a basic group.

In this discussion, it should be noted that the

basic group concept of network management protocol cau be

applied directly to the group/family organization of the

network, with some requirements on the structure of the

group and families. The idea of detached nodes in the

group/family concept is a special case which will be

discussed in Chapter VI. Whether or not the group/family

concept should be imposed on the network is a function of
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network size., the user traffic profile and efficiency

tradeoffs,
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SV. SIUATO

A primary objective of the simulation was to test the

basic algorithm by selecting and fixing some network

parameters, and then making multiple runs in which the

remaining parameters were varied. Though limited in scope,

the simulations validated some of the mechanics of the

algorithm. This included originating and relaying update

messages, which further resulted in selecting and updating

best paths based on calculated channel values. Both the

basic group and faaily/group concepts were tested. 'wo

methods of calculating channel values, both using a variable

time duration called a window, were also investigated. The

test network is shown in Fig. 5.1.

Simulation results were initially compared to results

obtained using static routing via fewest number of hops over

the same network. Later, selected parameters were varied to

observe the stability and robustness of the network control.

Is a result, several basic observations were made about the

* attributes, efficiencies and limitations of this management

protocol concept.

The broken link and alternate link concepts were not

part of this initial simulation. if the basic link
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The simulation was conducted using the SIUSCRIPT 11.5

simulation language. The encoded algoritha is listed in

Appendix E. Several SIdSCRIPT encoding decisions are

discussed later in this chapter.

A. SIMULATING A USER ASD MEASURING EFFECTIVENESS

In order to observe and measure the relative

* effectiveness of the algorithm, a siaple user service

protocol involving oaly data packets was integrated into the

system. User traffic sessions were generated with an

exponentially random inter-arrival rate and with a uniformly

I random number of packets. Both the rate and number of

packets were controlled by input variables, A packet either

moved thru the netvirk, or waited in a queue if the required

link was busy, until it arrived at its destination where it

v a.- discarded after perforuance data teas collected. All

traffic sessions (and therefore all packets) had a source

node determined by a uniform random function based on a

transmit factor assigned to each node. Each packet also had

a destination assigned by a similar process. Packets

created in a single traffic session all had the same carce

and destination.
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One measure of relative efficiency was the average time

(per total nodes hopped) it took packets to reach theiz

destination. Other, perhaps more significant, measures of

effectiveness involve the. amount of queuing delay or queue

sizes that occurred during the test. This was observed in

several ways.

The maximum gueue size per simulation was recorded for

every link and listed after every run. This infornmation

varied significantly and appeared to be influenced by the

large influx of packets during the initiation of traffic

sessions.

Half way thru the simulation, a group of links having

the longest queues during the first half of the test were

selected to be sampled during the secoud WE). of the test.

The number of links selected was an input variable. The

numbet of samples per links was also an input vaiable, but

was normally set at 1000. The rasuJtiag distribution of

sample sizes for the busiest links in the network, appored

to offer a stable, more representative measure 0o". the

algorithm's ability to process packets. The average sasple

queue size and its standard deviation was also calculated.



*1.

Other checks and measures included the average number

of nodes hopped per packet, the average number of links used

for a node's update cycle, and the longest best path

established anytime during the test. Finally there are

several checks to report if packets were excessively

delayed, particularly due to dynamical changes in best paths

during message transmission., resulting in an abnormal number

of hops to the destination.

B. PROGR'ABING SCHEME

The simulation program was organized as a set of

subroutines contzolled by a simulation clock (Pig. 5.2)

which is an inherent feature of StdSCRUPT. Before the

simulation begins, the rcutine is initialized by the main

prog-am which includes readiag input variables, diaeasioning

arra-..'s and printlug out various input pazameters. The 3aln

pzogram also schedules the events on the simulaton clock

which starts several activity chains rs3eltlaq in the

generation of user traffic, the periodic update of the

network and the collection pf performance data.

The main program schedules the first update originated

by each node in the network. This is begun at a raudoa time

thn an event routine called 9UPDAMUSSAGE. For tho
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initialize Determine Conduct a
(MAIN) Sample Sample

size (SAMPLE)
(QU.SAMPLERU

Originate aOriginate
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session Lf: (NEW. UPDATE.

(NIW.PACKET. "
MESSAGE) N

CLOCK Packet Q
Update Continues U

Arrives (CON.P&CKET. E

MESSAGE) U
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Calculate Print Interim Packete

' I~o ~ u '  l Completes

Chanel nd PnalTrip- i: ~Vues I Reports  o m.r)
(CV.LATCH) (STOP. (OPEE.RP

Fig. 5.2. Prograa Organization

designated node, this routine generates a U-msg for each of

its neighbors and places the messages on the link to each

neighbor. The routine schedules the arrival of each U-sag
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after a pause to account for propagation time plus message

duration. A time of 2as was selected for the simulation.

Finally this routine reschedules the designated node for its

next update origination in an interval which was based on an

input variable explained below.

Once a U-msg was originated, it was scheduled to arrive

at neighboring ncdes. The arrival of a U-msg was handled by

a routine called ARRIVAL.MESSAGE. This routine is the heart

of the update operation and iaplements the update portion of

the algorithm in Chapter IV. The ARRIVAL.MZSSAGE routine

determines whether or not this U-msg should be relayed to

the neighbors of the receiving node, which neighbors to

relay it to, and what the contents of the relayed message

will be. It simulates the processiug time by scheduling

retransmitted U-msgs to continue after a brief processing

time. U-msg processing time was set at 0.1 x the packet

processing time (.0001 sec) to reflect the priority of

U-msgs and their small relative size.

After the processing time, the U-msg is placed on the

next link by the CONT.UPDATE.AESSAGE routine and the U-msg

is again scheduled to arrive at the next node in the

selected transmission time of 2ms. This process continues
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until the U-msg atrives at a node, is processed by the

ARRIVAL.ESSAGE routine and considered no longer suitable

for retransmission (due to an excessive net channel value).

The result is the creation pf a best path to the node (group

i or family) which originated the U-msg from every other node

thru which the message successfully passed prior to discard.

During the course of the simulation, as link queues vary

in size, channel values change. One of the most significant

observations affecting the fundamental algorithm made during

the simulations, concerns the timing of when channel values

may be calculated. It was initially conceived that during

an update cycle, a node could calculate its channel value to

a neighbor whenever that node received a U-masg from that

neighbor. However it was found that under a relatively high

traffic rate, some node (i) might relay a-msgs having

selected a best path node (j), but by the time node i

received relayed versions of its own U-msg its channel value

to node j might have changed dramatically, resulting in a

loop (See Fig. 5.3). To remedy this problem, n pdates were

constrained to start anytime during a (relatively large)

time interval. This interval was followed by another equal

size interval during which no updates could be started, but
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existing updates could be processed. The minimum size of

these intervals was large enough to insure that any existing

update cycles would work their way out of the network before

the next series of updates was allowed to begin. The

calculation of channel values was synchronized in each node

to take place once (and only once) ear the beginning of the

first (origination) interval. The operational feasibility

of this synchronization requirement is not unreasonable, for

very good network synchronization will be a likely

requirement in crder to take advantage of the benefits of

spread spectrum modulation techniques, position location or

other attractive capabilities of digital communication.

In the simulation, the dain program schedules the first

channel value calculation with the routine CV.LATCH. Since

this takes place at time zero of the simulation and no

traffic has started, all links are initialized to the basic

channel value of 1. CM.LATCH also calculates the update

origination interval, based on the specified update interval

which is an input variable (UP.DAE.PERIOD), and reschedules

itself for every node in the network.

After the first update, the CV.LATCH routine uses

O -historical queae information for each link to calculate a
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: U-Msg

SBest

LOW HIGH Path
6"2,Initial (and loop)

Bcst

Low CV to j Sudden high CV to j

Fig. 5.3. Possible Result of Frequent CV Changes

new channel value for that link. This value is based on a

time average of past queue sizes existing at that node over

a time period called the WINDOW. The channel value is the

integer part of

WIlSDOW

where

g uesizsof ivth quou
ime iner al over whi.ch queue =
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summed for all queue measureaents not older than the WINDOW

for a given link.

The Main program begins to schedule traffic with an

exponential arrival rate based on an input variable

(AVS.NZW.TRAFIC.INTEiVAL). Traffic is started by calling a

routine called NEW.PACKET.BSSAGE. The first traffic is

generated after the network is allowed to complete one

- update cycle, thus insuring that all nodes have a best path

to the other nodes, groups or families as appropriate. A

traffic message (referred to as "session3  in Appendix E)

involves randomly selecting a source node, destination node

and the number of packets in the aessage. The selection of

the nodes is a function of input variables assigned to each

node which dictate the .elative frequency with which nodes

will transmit and receive. The routine can also restrict

destination nodes to be in the same group or family as the

source node for a given percentage of the traffic messages

(sessions) based on additional input data. The toutine will

send the first packet on the best path to its destination if

the link is idle. If not it will place the packet in a link

queue. In either case, all other packets in the message are

placed in the queue.
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I i
when a packet leaves its source node, it is assigned the

current simulation time which is checked again upon arrival

at the packet's destination. This information is used to

compute the average and peak times for packets to hop V

nodes. Each packet counts the hops or nodes it passes thru

enrouta to its destination as explained later in this

section.

When a packet leaves for its first best path neighbor,

it is scheduled tc arrive after an interval representing the

packet transmission time, which is an input variable called

PKT.XKN.TIME. For the simulation this value was fixed at

*I 50ms, based on performance factors mentioned in Chapter IlI.

Finally NEW.sPACKET.AESSAG4 reschedules itself for the

* next traffic session which will have the same exponential

V inter-arrival rate mentioned above, but will result in the

random selection of a new sourca, destination and message

size (number of packets).

Enroute to their destination, packets arrive at

neighboring nodes which is simulated in the ASVMPACKET

routine. in this routine a packet is checked to see if it

has reached its destination. if so it is processed in a

routine called COUPLSTED.THIP discussed below. If not the
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packet is processed; routed to the next best path neighbor

based on the ID of the family, group or node of the

destination node; and then either forwarded if the link is

idle, or placed in the link's queue. ARIVE.PACKET schedules

each arriving packet thru the CON.PACKET routine after a

processing time delay which was a test parameter fixed at

O.1esec per packet. Finally ARIVE.PACKET goes back to the

queue of the node which sent the last packet. If another

packet is in the queue, it is placed on the link (by

scheduling an ARVE.PACKET for that packet) to the node

which just received the last packet. If the queue was

empty, it is designated as idle.

Heanwhileo when the packet scheduled for the CON.PACKZT

routine ar:ives, if the link to its next node is idle, it is

placed on the link and scheduled to arrive (ARIVE.PACKET) at

the next node in the packet transmission time (PKT.XN.TIME)

mentioned above, If not, it is placed in the queue for that

link. in order to minimize large-scale loading shifts from

one link to another, the algorithm does not change the

*: routing of a packet coming out of a queue to be transmitted

if, during the time the packet was waiting in the queue, the

best path to its destination has changed. & packet keeps
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its criginal routing unless the link has been broken (not

covered in these simulations) and newly arriving packets are

routed thru the best path node.

Eventually the packet reaches its destination. Here it

is processed by the COMPLETED.TRIP routine. This routine

collects and computes performance data including the number

of nodes hopped by the packet, and trip time. It increments

a counter which sums the number of packets hopping N nodes

and records the highest trip time for N nodes. it keeps

track of the number of packets arriving for each session and

sums all the trip times for N nodes so it can later be

divided by the total number of nodes making N hops to

calculate the average trip time for N hops.

kfter four equal intervals (quarters), the simulation is

stopped with the STOP.SIMULATION routine. This routine

reprints selected input data. It also calculates and/orI prints performance data for the simulation up to that point.

appendix 2 contains an example of the full printout which

includes the average and peak packet transit time for N

hops, and the maxiaum queue for every link. It also

presents results of a statistical sampling of the links with

the largest maximum queues during the first half of the

simulation.
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The ain program schedules the QU.SAAPLER routine at the

mid-point of the simulation. This routine will identify the

K links with the highest queues in the first half of the

simulation. X is an input variable (SHR.LINKS). QU.SASPLER

then schedules a routine called SkAPLB which samples these 9

links in the second half of the simulation with an

exponentially dist.ributed time between samples with mean

Pj1  I/S, where S is another input variable (NO.0P.SAkPLES). The

queue sizes found during these samples incxesent a queue

size counting array called QU.DISTR. STOP.SISULATION prints

the results of this queue sample (QU.DISTR) as well as

calculates the average queue size and its standard

deviation. After fcur reports STOP.SIdULATIOU halts the

test.

C. ARRAYS AND TEMPORART ENTITIES

SIUSCRIPT is an excellent programming language,

particularly for its readability and simulation oriented

functions. The encoded algorithm and related routines in

Appendix E are written in SIASCRIPT and also have additional

douentation. However the organization of the arrays and

attributes of the "message" and "uackv temporazy entities

contain several aubjective encoding dec .sions.
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Understanding these organizational decisions will help when

reading Appendix E.

The arrays used in the program are listed in Fig. 5.4

There are one, two and three dtaensional arrays

(i-D,2-D,3-D). The array name is followed by its

dimension (s), which may either be variable or constant, and

by the different meanings for the subscripted variable (e.g.

node 1D). Below each array name is the eaning of the first

(I-D), second (2-D) or third (3-D) subscript. Together the

*subscripts identify a variable location which may be used

during the simulation.

?or example, the first array (PAOl.oGP) is

S-dimensional. Its size is the sum of the number of nodes,

plus the number of groups plus 25. Arguments of this array
A,

will be the program numbers !or groups (program numbers are

" explained in Appendix I. The content of this subscripted

variable is the family of the group in the argument.

The 2 and 3 dimensional arrays ace read similaxly. For

example SPSET is a 2-disensional array. The first

argument is the count namber of the link to be sampled which

is determined by the QU.SAIPLZS routine. The second

argument identifies whether the variable is th% Tto" or
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1-0

?kE.O.GRP (nc. of nodes+ gtps+ 25) -"> family ID
Ist-D (program ID for group i)

QU.DISTH (250) -- > sample count
ist-D (queue size)

2-0

LINK.ABLE (no. of links in netvork, 2) -- > node ID
Ist-D (link number.)
2nd-D ( I 1st node I 2= 2nd node)

TRACER (2 x test duration/ave. session interval, 2)
-> no, of pkts

lst:D sessi-on number)
2nd D ( 1= original pkt count for this sessi.on

=I pkts whi.ch reached destination)

CLOCK.DATA (4 x no. of nodes, 2) -- > time
Ist- (no. of hops N)
Zud-D ( 1= net t.me for all pkta hopping H nodes

I2= highest individual trip time for
a u-hop pkt)

HOP.COUT (4x no. of nodes. 2) -- > no. of pkts
lst-D I nuaber of hors = N)
2nd-D ( 1 Sot Us,

2 2= no. of pkts hopping 8 hops)

SNP.SET (a selectid no of links, 2) -- > node 10
Ist-D (s aple 1.nk ID uumber.
Zn4-D 1 "rom" node ID I 2 "to" node ID)

Vi.5.i. S18SCPTn Irrays .(1 aud 2 Diaewziozal)

O":os" node for tat link. The subscripted variable is the

actual identity of the node.

Hnally for the NEIGUBOWLIST ar:.ay the first argument

Is a simple counting integer cor=esponding to one oi the

above node's ueighbors (a node may have up to 6 neighbors).

The third argument describes whether the subscripted

variable vill contain the ID of the neighbor node (1), an

integer (I or 0 indicating whether or not the neighboi is

4. active (2), or the channel value to this neghbor (3).
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I ~3- D

HEIGEBOL.LIST (no.of nodes, r UP/DWN rC
node ID or &P/ or CV

1st-f (node n's ID)
2nd-D (a number listing fros 1 to 6 of

o0 node n's neiqhborsl
3rd-D ( 1= neighbor ID | 2= lnk status

13= CV from node n to neighbor)
BEST.PATH (no. of nodes, no. of ncrdes roups

fitRis, 21 --> Dade ID or 9V• ... .. ts-D {"froal" node ;D)
- 2nd-D "to" ID of eit e; .nde, group or family,3rd-D I 1= best Da~n s l n

2 CV thr 5es path neighbor)

LINK.NONITOR (no. of nodes, no. of nodes, 3)
-- > busy signal (1) or Q size

lst-D J"from" 4ode ID)2nd-D "to" node ID)
3rd-D l 1 idle/busy status

2-= c rrent queue sife
1 .= max queue sze thus far)

Fig. 5.5. SINSCRIPT Arrays (3 Dimensional)

Another advantage of SIMSCRIPT is the ability to create

and destroy multivalaed variables called temporary entities.

By using these entities, groups ot data can be shuffled and

processed thru queues relatively easily. another advantage

4is an efficient utilization of memory space because entities

which are no longer needed can be destroyed and the memory

freed for reuse.

The algorithm in Appendix 2 used two temporary entities

extensively. The Zirst is the SESSAGE entity. As shown in

Fig. 5.6 the MESSAGE entity is used for both U-msgs and

packets. There is more information in the SU8SCRInT 0-asg
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M ES SAGEB

TypeUPDATE PACKET! Type 2

elyer last relaying node

-Next. Stop next receiving node

Desti~atiofl originating packet's
nod- etia$o

Info I chanael zessiavalue aawbal

Info 2 family of packet se:ial
orig nator number

Info 3 N/A sum of nodes
hopped

Info 4 N/A time released
from source

In'o 5 group of family or group of
originator non-basic group node

P AC K

Number queue size due to last change

Entry.?±me time queue changed to above size

Dac. Neighbor neighbozinu node to which the
queue has been changed

Pig. 5.6. SIESCREIT Tompoaqy Entities

than in the theoreticai -asg of Chapter IV siaply fox

efficiency of programming and data collection. Noto that

several attribates of the Update MESSAGE and Packet ISSAGE

have the same meaning and others do not.

The PACK entity (Fig. 5.6) is used in the CV.LATCU

routine to calculate all link channel values* & pack is
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created every time a queue size increases or decreases.

PACKS are kept in a queue (called TIME.QEUE) assigned to

each nod*. They are kept until the PACK's ENTRI.TIME (the

time it entered the queue) is older than the window. Each

PACK has a NUMBER which is the new queue size wtch caased

the PikCK to be czeatfd. Secan node may have several links,

but all PACK are kept in the sa-e queue. Therefore

PAC.NEIGHBOR identifies which PACKs belong to each link for

a given node.

D. SELECTION OF TEST PIRAMETERS

For the purpose of the simulation, certain test

parameters were selected to be fixed and others varied. For
the fixed parameters, approximations were made based on the

estimated performance characteristics of a typical systea as

described in Chapter Ill. Fig. 5.7 lists the major system

and simulation parameters. There is no explicit distinction

between fixed and varying paameters. iowever the estimate

of 16,000 bps bit rate in Chapter III helped settle on a set

I of processing and transmission times for messages estimated

to range from less than 100 bits (U-asg) to approximately

, 1000 bits for packets. The ranges of the varying parameter

I were also affected by the 16 Kbps bit rate estimate on one
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end, and by a performance threshold on the other. These

results are discussed in greater detail in Chapter VI.

FIXED PARAMETERS

Pkt Processing Time in a Node .0001 sec
T-t sjr rocqssn9 _ae inra Node .00001 sec
At Trans 10Z. Tn m per Link .05 sec-ws Trnsaassion Ta msper Link .002 Sec
Number or pkts e. session I - 20
(uniformly distiuted)

Links to be sampled . 10
No. 9f Sam plos por nfc s10
Rece.ving/Transa tting factors
I,0 r each node)

VkRYING PARAmETERS

Period Between Updates ,01 - I sec
Simulation Time Limit <= 2000 sec
P riod B9tveen New Traffic Sessions .05.1 sec
VWindow Size 1 -t20 t~mes

nsd eperiod
Inner-Group/Family 7

Pig, 5.7. Systea Parameters

Other input data consisted of a description of the test

network (Pig. 5.1) including the identiticat.o" oi nodes,

groups, fawi2lies and links. The aetvork topology was fixed

for all sioulaticu runs.
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VI. REJSULTS. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The results and conclusions discussed in this chapter

primarily involve the siaulat'.on of the update portion of

the protocol in Chapter IV. Furthermore, in view of the

wide variety of parameters that could have been varied in

these simulations, many were fixed at what was considared to

be reasonable approximations based on performance figures

used to describe the theoretical system in Chapter II. The

analysis centered around several parameters which were

considered potentially to have the broadest affect on the

system response, including the interval between update

messages (or the rate at which updates were originated), the

average arrival rate of new traffic sessions (or at the rate

at which packets were created), and window size.

&. RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS

One of the first simulations involved assigning a fixed

channel value of I to all links in tho test network (rig.

5.1), defining the best path between any two nodes as the

first path found with the lowest nat channel value (also

called the shortest path), and then fixing all best paths

for the eatire simulation. This is a static routing scheme,
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using shortest direct paths in the sense of minimum number

of hops. This fundamental network scheme was used to

establish a minimum performance level and vas used to

measure the effectiveness of the update program in &ppendix

S. For the net.work in Fig. 5.1r all best paths were

calculated and frozen at the beginning of the simulation.

Then traffic sessions were originated at intervals of .05

sec and .08 sec. The network quickly congested. At an

interval of 0.1 sec the network settled down with average

sampled queue lengths from 2.2 to 3.1 for a 2000 sec

simulation.

The remainder of the simulations iavolved the update

algorithm applied to the same network (Fig. 5.1). The tests

were divided into two groups. The first and largest group

of simulations considered te whole network to be one basic

group (all groups and family ID's were the saml. This is

essentially unfreezing the static network by applying the

update algorithm. The second group of simulations involved

the partitioning of nodes into groups and families which

could then be compared to the basic group simulations.
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1 . sic GroUp TeStS

For the test network (Pig. 5.1), the frozen path

baseline scheme could not function at a new traffic session

period of less than 0.1 sec. The basic group tests results

(Appendix D) suggested that 0.1 sec was also a good liait

for the Update algorithm. However runs at new traffic

session periods of .08 sec and .05 sec indicated a gradual

loss of efficiency indicated by excessive queue lengths.

The static netvork, on the other hand, had demonstrated

catastrophic failure at these intervals. Runs at intervals

averaging greater than 0.1 sec caused very Little strain on

the update algorithm, therefore the traffic inter-azzival

interval of 0.1 sec average was selected for the large

majority of the basic group (and group/family) tests.

At an average traffic inter-arxival interval of 0.1

sec, a message (session) averaging 10 packets was added

randomly to the network at a rate of 10 messages (sessions)

per second. Simulation results indicated that after 100

seconds of simulation clock time, azy zesidual efiects of

starting the simulation were undetectable. rherefore test

results were taken for sisulation runs varying from 100 to

1000 seeC Runs greater than 1000 sec gave no indicatiou of
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new information about the length of queues or the rate at

which packets could be processed. Therefore using an
average message (session) arrival time of 0.1 sec and a test

duration from 100 to 1000 sec, the primary focus of

simulations were on the update period (or rate at which new

update cycles were started) and window size.

The update period directly reflects the amount of

overhead required by the network. In the static network,

the overhead requirements are minimal, amounting to that

required to initially establish the best path network.

Therefore it is reasonable to expect better performance for

an increase in overhead traffic. The basic group test

indicated this improvement.

The average queue size was the primary measure of

performance. The figures derived are conservative
calculations since the sampling in the second half of the

test was made of the busiest links found in the first half

of the test. The static network's average queue length for

a traffic inter-arrival interval of 0.1 sec was 2+ packets.

the basic group algorithm approach"s the static network as

the Update period approached infinity. Fig. 6.1 shows the

decrease in average queue size as the traffic session

jf 
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The curve labelled "MAX" is the plot of the largest
% ,average queue sizes over the set of experiments.

The curve labelled "MIN" is the plot of the smallest
average queue sizes over the set of experisents.

Fig. 6.1. Queue Size vs Session Interval (Basic Group)

interval size decreases. As expected, for relatively long

update intervals (>I se), average queue sizes ranged

between 1 and 3 packets. Prom there, as the update iaterval

decreased, average queue sizes dropped quickly. Around 0.1

sec, the average queue size settled into a range oi values

between, approximately .25 and .75 packets. miany runs were

made in this range and there was no tendancy for results to
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prefer any particular part of this range as the test

duration was varied. Results5 were very stable (see Appendix

QMEU
SIZE
OVER
WINDOW

time

WINDOW NO LONGER
USED

Fig. 6.2. Uindov Calculations

Window size was also varied to determiae its impact

on average queue size. At first the channel values were

calculated over var.4oQs window sizes based on a linear

weighted time average. The weighting Scheme gave the

highest weights to the most recent queue sizes. However

simulation results showed that this scheme resulted in

larger average queoe sizes than a straight anweighted time

average as shown in rtg. 6.2 The height of the blocks

1



represent the size of the queue. Their width represents the

length of time that the queue did not change in size. The

window indicated how far back on the time line (in Fig. 6.2)

the program would go te calculate the average queue, and

therefore the channel value for a particular link.

Window size also proved to be a very stable

parameter. Window sizes between 1 and 10 times the update

period gave no indication of influencing the curves shown in

Pig. 6.1 As the window size increased to over 20 times the

update period, there were slight increases in average queue

size.

The standard deviation of the average queue size for

basic group tests varied slightly from 1.2 to 2.3 packets,

with the smallest standard deviation for update periods of

0.1 sec.

2. FarsilY/Groap, Tests

The basic group test results were compared to a

fundamental static network routing scheme. The family/group

teasts -esults (ppendix D) were primarily compared to the

basic group results. Although tue proposed advantages of

the family/group aspect of the update algorithm presented in

this paper are based on the assumption that the majority of
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the traffic is confined to inner group or inner family

transactions, most of the family/group tests placed no

restrictions on which node sent or received traffic. Under

these conditions, the same set of messages with the same

sources and destinations used in the basic group tests were

used in the family/group tests. Runs involving restricted

traffic is briefly mentioned at the end of this section.

As expected, the average queue size increased in the

faaily/group tests. For update periods ranging from .05 to

0.5 sec, average queue sizes varied from 0.5 to 1.5 packets.

Additionally, the standard deviation increased to

approximately 3.7 to 4.2 packets. The benefits due to this

drop in performance was the decreas% in overhead traffic.

Typically, the average number of links used by U-msgs as the

result of a single node originating one update cycle during

the basic group test ranged from 75 to 90 linka. This is

because every node had to have a best path for every other

nr'de. For a typical family/group test, the average nuabar

of links used dropped to around 23 to 27 links. Therefore

I I for a (roughly) 50 percent improvement (decrease) in maimum

average queue size, a 200 percent increase in overhead

traffic was required.
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Inother effect of the family/group algorithm is an

increase in the average number of nodes hopped by all

packets. Because of the addressing given to a packet

starting out for a node in a different family (it starts out

with a family best path neighbor), more average links are

normally required in family/group tests. An interesting

observation is that occasionally a few (most often I or 2 in

more than 20,000) packets in a family/group test would make

in unusual number of hops* clearly indicating that it is

looping due to changes !n its best paths. Hokver,

invariably the total time required for this packet to

finally reach its destination was well within the average

*times required by other packets which used far fewer 4ops.

The cause of these (zelatively rare) oscillat.Lnaa is not

obvious. It is probably due to the large number of links

which cross a group or family boundary. During au update

each link represents aa eztry port to that particular

related group or family and each acts as an originatou of a

-ssg for that larger antity (oc surer-node. Therefore

- from update to update* thae best pat:h port to that super-node

---------' .gcould change by a large ph.ysical distance. However it is

-- ot clear if this observation indicates a serious probles,[120



since the packets still invariably arrive in a timely

2fashiou. As a safeguard, an additional routine was added to

the simulation program to check the hop count on all

outstanding packets when the test ended. At no time was

there an indication that an undelivered packet was looping

or making excessive hops.

Compared to the basic group simulations# relatively

fewer runs were made for the family/group tests. However

these resultz suggested that as the ratio of window size to

session interval increased over the range froma I to 10g

avera~ge queue size also increased slightly. additional

j testing may indipate that a relatively flat performance band

similar to rig. 6.1 also exists in this case.

Pinally several runs were made with the same test

network with the additional restriction thiat 50 percent of

all traffic is inner grouip and 50 percent of the renaiaing

traftic 4S inner tamily. There wao too few runs to

establish a trend. However the :~lssgetdadcas

in average queue size and standard deviation.

a. COSCLUSION5S

This -was very suach a preliainaay investigation of thL.,

network manageaent protocol. It would be improper tcu
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I
identify much more than broad performance characteristics or

trends.

The update algorithm clearly functions properly. Both

the basic group concept and the family/group concept

responds to changing channel values and provides routes that

can be used under a reasonable traffic load. The algorithm

is also very stable and robust. Fig. 6.1 indicates that for

a traffic session interval of 0.1 sec and longer, the

algorithm has a good and very flat performance curve for an

update period of approximately 0.1 sec aad less.

Investigating the update interval should continue to be

a focal point in future aualysis. For a given network

performance level it will always be important to minimize

the update interval, since it reflects the overhead traffic

I : that the network must process.
On the other hand, as new and broken liaks are

integrated into the simulation, they will add

counter-arguments to the continued increase in the update

periods. as liaks are broken, if alternate links are not

available, nodes rely on U-asgs to unfreeze traffic and

provide new best paths. Therefore future analisis aust find

a balance that will optimize this situation.
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The family/group concept provides very good economy (and

robustness, as compared to gateway nodes) with a modest

decrease in performance. For networks which operate

extensively within smaller sub-network boundaries (such as a

typical military network). the family/group concept appears

to offer a significant savings in overhead traffic compared

to the same network operating as one basic group.

C. RECOBBEND&TIONS FOR FURTHE~R STUDY

A This preliminary study indicates that the update portion

of the decentralized routing protocol described in Chapter

TV accomplishes the fundamental requirement of routing user

traffic. Follow-on investigations are needed to integrate

the new and broken link concepts described in Chapter IV.

Wherever possible, the program in Appendix E was written to

facilitate this next step in the investigation. It can

similate the loss, gain, and the planted movement of nodes

by scheduling the failure and awakening oZ liaks on the

simulation clock. Both single node and group movements

could be simulated.

This protocol was conceived to be simple anu practical.

k degree of simplicity has been retained. However to become

a pzactical protocol, there are several topics bhich need to

be considered, that axe not addressed in this study.
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,+ The primary problem is how to cope with splintering.

Splintering may be a single node which crosses a group or

family boundary. If this problem is applied to a single

basic group network, it then reduces to the problem of a

node leaving the network or a new node entering the network.

Splintering nay also be defined as groups of nodes being

completely cut off from the other nodes in its basic group.

This sub-group may be left to operate autonomously or find

itself in the middle of another basic group. A practical

example based on the military organizations mentioned

earlier would be the movement of a company, which is part 
of

a battalion's basic group net, thru another battalion's

sector. It is conceivable that the company may lose all

k direct links with its basic group during the movement. A

pract.ical protocol must also accommodate this splintering to

the point where a basic group is divided into two or more

equal parts, leading to the question of determining which

group is the splinter and which is the remainder of the

original basic group.

Pinally, assuming a practical protocol can be filly

developed, there is the much more difficult problea of

* measuring its efficiency both in an absolute sense,. and in

relation to other existing decentralized algorithms.
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ALTLRNATS LINX TH1EORY

CLAIM: During a sh. rtest path update process, it may be

possible to identify an alternate link which may be used to

maintain traffic flow (although at some degraded level) in

the event that a node's IMMEDIATE DOWNSTREAM link in a

particular shortest path is broken. The switch will result

in a non-optimum but LOO2P.RE network. LOOPPRE in this

discussion implies loopfree in the narrow sense. That is,

traffic leaving a node for a given destination is assured

that it will not loop back into the sending node.

DISCUSSIOn: Simply stated, the concept is that some

optimzu path routing algorithms may acquire information that

is normally discarded, but mdy be used at individual node

level to switch traffic to an alternate link if a break is

found in that node's immediate downstream link along the

optimum path. This swaitch does not necessarily leave the

rest of the network optimally routed, but it is LOOPfRlE.

It may be useful as a temporary fix until the next update

process i seceied.

PROOF: Any set Of shortest path cuues in a network can

be expressed as a spanning tree, uhich is always loopfree.
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In the following examples, the spanning tree is vertically

- I  scaled to represent the channel value/distance to the tree

root. Every link is assumed to have a minimum value of 1,

Showever this is not critical in the proof.

A loop implies that a route passes through the same node

more than once.

If every link has a mimimum value of 1, then the total

distance for each node in an optimum spanning tree to the

root mast be at least one larger than the next node

downstream.

Therefore a loop cannot exist in a spanning tree because

once traffic leaves a node in a spanning tree, it will never

' arrive at a node of equal distance to the root. Under

normal operations, if more than one node has the distance to
the root of d, then a particular aessage for that root will

only pass through (at most) one of these nodes of distance

d. Furthersore, once traffic reaches a node of distance

less than d, it will never pass thru any node of distance d

under normal traffic flov conditions.

Consider the following aetwork and spanning tree with A

P4 as the root.

! ..
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DISTANCE
4 TO NODE A

G -7

2 2 S

H 5
24

D E F

3 2-3

C -2

2A -0

4A

&pplying the concept that a message wiil Onl~y Pass thcu

one i4ode of distance d to the above spanning tree* we see

that if a message is '4 units away from node A# it is EITHE

at node DOE or ?~. The message vill be at one of these three

and wiil never pass thru the other tuo.

similarly, if a message at node G was transplauted in

node D or a message in node H was transplantad in node C

(where C and 0 both have distances lass than U and G) the

mesage could continue to the root without ever passing back

thru the.initial node (H or G). ote that this is not the

case If a message in node C was transplanted in node H.

Note also that node H's distasce is greater than node Cls
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distance to the root. This is an indicator that a loop

condition is possible.

Reviewing the above network diagram we see that there

are many unused links if traffic to a is restricted to the

Best Paths (H). However if an established best path is

broken, these links provide a potential bridge which may

transplant traffic from the node which discovers a broken

link, to an adequate adjacent node which circumvents the

broken link. The necessary and sufficient factor to

determine whether an adjacent node is adequate is its

distance to the root A. As long as the adjacent node's

distance to A is less than or equal to the distance via the

broken Best Path link, traffic transferred to it will never

loop back to the transferring node (and presumably will

proceed to node A).

APPLICATIOU: Consider a simple algorithm where

cusmulative distance to the root/sink was used to determine

the Best Path. At each nodep one best path would ultimately

be selected over others. Xn making this selection each node

learns the best path distance to the sink thru its adjacent

neighbors, adds its distance to each adjacent neighbor and

picks the Best Path. Uowever the best path distance fzoa
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the non-selected adjacent neighbors may still be useful. If

this distance is <= the node's best path distance to the

sink, and if the node detects a break in its best path link,

it may transfer traffic around the broken link by using one

of the adjacent nodes, with the assurance that the new path

Sis loop free. It is perfectly conceivable that more than

one alternate link may be available to a given node at one

time. Using the network and the tree shown above as an

example, we have:

gODE/ POSSIBLE ALTERNATE LINK(s)/
(distance to A) (distances)

/I) None
-/2 None
D/1 4 9l/(4)

B1l 1)e D44

onG/ 1 D/ (4kE(

1/ 61

i' Sote that the transferring node must still add the liak

distances from it to the selected adjacent node betore

picking the shortest alternate path.

.

.
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DISTRIBUTED PROTOCOL ALGORITHK

SIIBOLS MUD DERP13TIONS

A Id ->S t of alternate neighbor nodes for destination d
d k,0 Dstance from Bid) to d ( /d or F/d)* on best vath

AL 1 m)Distance troa &f ( 1 to G (G/d or F/4)* on 1 3 boat lath
IX 11 > lo emsa e onei bo indicatig it has been solacted B(
B di ) HeNgdhoing noahe on best path to d (G/d or F/d)*
(3/d or P/d) indicates that groul o; fanily identities can be

use in the argulnt of these syabo s in place of d to define
intra-group and intra-family operations.
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TIM: APB FINAL a NATAL POSGILD012t SCIOOL

1) if Fli ne /I

v 2) If 3 ~ G /d 0 1 d
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APPENDIX C

WORST CASE GROWTH OF UPDATE MESSAGES

It is unlikely that any distribated roating algorithm,

which attempts to balance traffic on all links in a busy

network and takes a finite time to update a network, will

ever produce a network-wide routing scheme which is truly

optimized. For example, delays due to propagation time and

processing time in each node will cause a time difference

between the node which originated the update and the last
node which was affected by that origination. During this

period, particularly under ieavy traffic loads, conditions

which existed iu and around the originating node at the time

the update was started may be very differcat from those

4 existing by the time the most distant node is updated.

Genetally, the longer it takes tor an update uycle to

1; propagate throughout the uetworko aud the longer the time

between update cycleso, the more conditions could change,

thereby degrading an ideal routing scheme. Therefore it is

germane to consider how long it would take tot aa algorithm

to optimize a network if a sudden change it liak status

caused a worst c&se situation.

I. 1313



It is important to understand that the following

analysis assumes that after the status (e.g. loading) of the

links have changed, they are theoretically frozen until the

network achieves re-optisization. Without this assimption,

as stated above, it may be impossible to arive at a fully

optimized routing scheme iu a changing network at any point

__ in time.

For the algorithm presented in this paper, under worst

case conditions, it could take up to (approximately)

3x(n**3) update messages to optimize a network of a nodes.

The following figure shows a richly connected network.

I4

1 3
i~ ndicates CV to neigl = L

Sindicates net. CV to NoC IO
on Best Path

( &) t at w CV at next update11 1314



Network A shows the best paths to Node 1 as of the last

- update. To maintain the worst case conditions, we will

assume that the channel values of the links inside the

network (the star) are always so large that they will never

be selected as a best path link to Node 1. However each of

these links will require that auother Q-sg be sent each

time a node at either end updates its current best path or

adopts a new one.

The chanLel values in parenthesis in network B represeat

changes ia the channel values since the last update and will

be used ia the next update cycle originated by node 1. as

the first update cycle begins, all nodes receive a U-msag

f.-om node I (for a=5 nodes, n-l I-msgs are initially sent

out at the beqinaiqg of a cycle). It is assumed that (under

w1 orst case conditions) the 0-"q is relayed

counter-clockwisae (CCU) thru node 2 upstroaa along the bast

4 path ar-i-ing at node 5 sometime after nodes 3,4 and 5 have

rejected the direct U-msg from node I (because they co2pared

their outdated aet best path channel value to the current
.6

4 channel vtalues in the U-asqs.),,

i s the U-asg thru node 2 works itself upstream along the

best path, it apdates each node's net beat path chaael
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value and causes each node to relay the update to all

neighbors except the sending node (n-2 relays for n-i nodes)

causing a relay of (n-i) (n-2) U-asgs. Adding the original

n-1 U-msgs from node 1;-

(n-i) (n-2) + (n-i) (n-i) (a-2+1) =(a-1)**2.

in this first update cycle, (n-l)**2 U-msgs have gone out

and not a single Lode has changed its best path neighbor toILnode 1. But this was still a significant step because each

node now knows the true di.stance along i.ts best path to node

1 as shown in Network C.

1136
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node 2 works its way CCV to node 5 before node 5 receives

its UJmgdrc fo oe1 This is nearly a repeat of

the previous cycle causing another (n-1)**2 U-msg to be

initiated. However when the U-msg direct from zode' 1

finally arrives at node 5, node 5 picks a new best path

(direct to node 1) and relays the U-msg to all neighbors

(except the sending node). When node 4 receives node 5's

U-msgl it selects this new best path, iaforuis all aeighbors

and the ptocess continues tiatil the network has now selected

the optimum routing scheme as shown in Network D.

This final sezies of U-msgs involving (a-1) (a-2)

t~ransmissions brings the total U-asgs generated over the two

update cycles (originated b~y node 1) to

2(r.-I *+ (n-i) (n-2)

which is approximately

Since there are n nodes in the uetwork* each initiating

its owu update during a single uetwork update cycle, the

total (worst case) number of U-ssgs possible is 3(uS**3)

(over two netvork-wide update cycles in this example).

Ii 1.37
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APPENDIX D

* SIMUL4TION RESULTS

This appendix illustrates many of the results of the

simulation runs for the program in Appendix E. For all

results in this annex, the only parameters varied were the

Update period, window size and time limit/duration of the

simulation run. Data is divided into two major areas; basic

group test results (BG) and family/group test results (F/G).

Each plot corresponds to the Update period size indicated to

its left. The plotted data is the average queue size for a

run derived from sampling 10 links (those having the highest

average queues over the first half of the simulation run)

approximately 1000 times each during the second hall of the

.. simulation run. Results for a given test duration are

represented by a number correspoadin' to the size listed

4 adjacent to the plot. The vertical axiz iz average qaeue

s size. The horizontal axis is the Wiaov/Update Period

* ratio .

I,3'
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UPDATE PERIOD .001 sec , 1

Test Duration
1 - 100

I - ISO .5 23 -200 3

1 2 5 10 20

UPDATE PERIOD .025 sc 1BG

Test Duration
1 1 100
2-250 .5

Ia £

1 2 5 10 20

UPDATE PERIOD - .05 sec 2 BG

Test Duration
I 100 

I

15C4
3-*200

, ! 4- 250

1 1. 20

UPDATE PERIOD * A sac 2

sest DuratiQa1

1~00 1
2z- 200
3- 500

4- 600

1 AA Ei 2 5 10 ;0
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UPDATE PERIOD .25 sec 2.

BG

Test Duration
1- 100
2- 500 1 a

! I ' I-, I '-

1 2 5 10 20

UPDATE PERIOD = .5 sec BG

Test Duration 1
l" 60

2- 100 -

*- iooI

1 2 5 10 20

} UPDATE PERIOD 1 sec

Test Duration 6
#- 40

r Z. 50 4
3"60

A. .100 
-,;+} - 200 ]..

1 2 6 10 20
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UPDATE PERIOD .05 sec

F/C

Test Duration

1- 200
2- 500 1

1 2 5 10 20

UPDATE PERIOD .1 sec 2 F/G

Test Duration 3
1 100

2- 200
3-1000 2.

3 3

1 2 5 10 20

UPDATE PERIOD .25 sec FG/

Test Duratioa
1- 100 1

1 2 5 00

Vdat DrtiLon

40 500 1

1 12 5 10 20



APPENDIX E

SIUIATIOtl PROGRAII

FILB: DoC S A NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SC-46OJ,

//POBNkftI2 JOB (203S.0058),40BRITSCS 10521,CLASSak

// EXC SIM25CLG, SEGION.GQa1O2t4K.2Alrn.GOuflAPSZZs76OE'
/SSINT DD SYSO,

a/SPN DO;SuHNT3350,IOL=URaMVSO4oDSNS234.,COUPXZp/DCB= (RICY11 FB,ZRECL=1l3 4 LKSIL u=4 1S
/llSSIN D

NORMALLY RODE IS INTEGER
GENSRAT3 LIST ROUTINES

.33ARNT ENTITIES
ZYERY NODS HAS A !RASSIT.PEIRCENT, A UECEZVPRCZS?. A GROUP,
& ?AILX 0OWNS A,?UEUR AND A TIih. QUZUl

DEFNE RANSIT ECZHT AND UZCd1 B.PERdBNT AS I&AL, VIRIABL33

ZVER SSGZ HAS A TYPE A RELATER & NEXT.STOP & DESTINATION
AN rNPOI, AN 11102, ANl ilIO3. Am UFPO0i, AN INFO9 AND StAY BELON& TO

DR!8 HI04 AS A R2AL VARIABLE
ZVERY PACK HAS A NMBES, AN ENTUtY.TIU, A P&C.JEIGBBOR AND IA!

3ELONG TO A TINS.Q050!
DEIN! TII E.QUEUE AS & LIFO SET
M2INE~ EIIT.?IBE AS A REAL VARIABLI

!T!HT NOTIC!S INCLUDE STOPoSINULATIOU OQSANPLSR SANPLB, CV.LATC5
!VERY NEW.UPDATE.N!SSAGE HAS A s LN DtNG. NODE. A05 A TYPE.BESSAQZl
EVERY ARIVAL.HESSAGE ItAS AN lD.ESSlG&.NU3B93
!YERY C0N7.0PVATE.dESSAGl* HAS A LAST NODE mAmoa- matEA

A SOUJRCE, a FA.MlILy R O0 CNT AND A G9. 6 09, TMD, ?C.
ET'!HY ARIVE.PACKET HIS'Ati 10,N(JNER
4VERY CON.PACKZTdSSAGZ HAS AN IDZiIT.dZSSAGlIUNSBRl
rVERT RE. ACKET.3E!SAOE HAS A MlE.AGI

#$ICH% COd LZTZD.THXP UAS A StES. id

DEYINE UP.DATZ.P1RlODv LROC!ESSZVQ.TXtiE, PK?.INN.?ZI AND TXMZLZE!T

'F-NE ATSNS.PCNT ASND RCI..PCN? AS DEAL VASURLIS
DETINg LINKS AS A VARIABLE
04"M~ .G.HLT AS A VARIABLE

Ert N* "RUGH9R. LIST AS A 3-DXNENtIONIL INTWR~ ARRAS
97.N 3 ,ST4PATH AS A 3- IIENSION LMTEGR LAA

DEZ .8 ?AM.LY TO gZAN XNF0Z

DEYMN TEACER AMS AN 2-DIGESIOA R
DEFIflE C.OK.AA AS A 2-1MESIONAL A ARIA
oD:tHs TIACOEi AS A 2-OTIENSOAL ARAX
DE'rHE CL.1PSTI AS A 2-DINSIOAL MBAL LI

:F~ ! tJ:E HP UT S A 2-01ENSIONAL AlRAI

DEFFE zklSV.R AS A IDXENNSONAL ARIA!

DU%4! :3LI TO MEHAN 0
0E:INE BUSY TO 3EAS
ni~:ut nWtToTOanrAm 2

V A tE. T AFFic.INTEVIL. P5T.ftl8 ANDO PKT.NAZ AS 31&L VAIABLAS
isrEzi! rT.flax.oF.TRAFFIC AND TO.lE11.RA~FIC Z5 VARLABLES
DZV Nt T2A1S.NU1 8iR TO NZAN INFO
DSH:-E RCK.NUAttR TrO l"sAN W02
BE~lE ooDEs. HOPPED TO "CEAN 11403

TO MCI$M L9104
!DEF!4 i WGU TO NeIvAN
9E:*:l9 ZSs TO ?tEAN I
orclNe SO TO "raw 0
W!StN 090T!T NA

!)E! TRAW'LJI? AS"A VA1Ast.
DQ1.40 413100V AS A RFAL VA01ABLE

DEY106 aP.IACoR&?Z0 AS &a RUL USIABLI

' V 142



FlUJ: DOC 5 A RIVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL

DEFINE 253? AS A VARIABLE
DEFINE IN.GROOP XN.FANIL! SELECTOR AS REAL VAIIABLIi
DEFINE NEO ULifKss, UJP STAfiS MAX.U*802S AS VARIABLI
DEFINE TI .IR As A REAL VARMALE
DEFINE SAP.LINKS, NO.07 SAMPLES, SMP.CNT& AS YARZILES
DEFINE ZARLIZST.UPDATE AND LATEST UPDATE AS REAL WARZULS
DEFINE .XflNoTIMZ AS A REAL VARIABLE
DEFINIE PEZE AS A liARIASLI
END "W'r PREAULZ

::g'SET SOME VARZABLES

''ft SE? THE RANGE OF PICKETS PER SESSION (PET.811/AI
''ft SET A L131T 01 THE =432~R OF SESSIONS (TRAF.L~I IT
1999 SET AN UPDATE MSG TO PACKET ?3CIESS1~ RATIO U.pkC.UAUTOlfee SET AN UPDATE MSG TERSII&TION TIZZ (9!XdV.Uajq

LET PK?.NhI a
LET PNTo MAX
LET TRAF.LINIT =95000
LET UP PAC RATIO a 1

uauwO.W.H sk 0.602

9#9 E 2AD Apo 2&IN? INPUT DATA

READ 5.3003
PRINT 2 LIVES AS POLLOWS
NOD3 TRANSMIT RECEIVE GROUP FASILl

No. FACTOm PIC2OE (p03 *) (PO
CoVATZ EVES!Y wODE
FOR IVER! loDE

a IDAD TRANSOMTPEACEITC11ODE) * RECEIVR.PErCaNT(mooB), . OaUP(moE)
PAULT (NODE)

'Of* TRNS 4PCNT AND RCV.PCLI ARE THE SUg OF TRANSMI? AND RZR8118 FACTORS
''*INPU'T GROUP WNERS R~ ADD TO on D To G T PGA GROUP NUMUSkS.

:'CC INPUT FANXL! NUMBERS ARE ADDED TO ;!NODS. TH ?U Z llSS GROUP lut531
99TO GET ?8Z PROURAd PABILT 303821.

I1011.1 TO 14008, DO
L!T TRUS.PCX? ut TR)6S.PCN? TRANSUMTPECINT(X)
1ET RCV.PCNT "C.PK *ECEIVEPEICENT(t)
11 GanS < GOUP

L"T GRS GE U (I)
,,EGIRDLMS

LIT GONP(l) a GIOUP(l) * S100

RE. AN.Or.GOP (tj AS. (GR$ NNDS~ 25)
FOt I w I TO N.EfE 0

1F MLYS <FAMILTIK)
LT FNL!S at FhllT im

:ttSET plocrAd pie gas

LZT FAU.OtG P GROUR(!)) r FA*II(l
LOU?
LET (gr$ a H.OVE *. GAPS 0 PhLys
FOR I N I If A. Von, 00

POINT I Lt3Z VITH tt AIN.lt!TPERCEST11)~ ECIVALDEMcaot
19" -t $osooEJGtoupiz), (Faa.Aij(b $ .NODS Grosp), AI~Z

5919 1 Output List



FILE: DOC 3 A NATAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL

READ Up DATE PERTHOREAD PRaCESSiNG.T 32N
READ PKT.IMN.TI0S

~I.READ T13E.LINIT
READ AVE.RMUTRAPPIC. INTERVAL
READ WIINDOW

9egg IN.GOP MEANS THE PERCENTAGE OF GENERATE TRAFFIC THAT WILL NOT
''Cd LEAVE ITS BASIC GROUP. SIMILABL! FOR IN.?AILr.

* ft PR8?S fANUINTEGER II fCH CONTROLS THE LEVEL OF DIAGNOSTIC PRINTING.
$egg -IP T DATA # RESULTS
@Ogg I.: +,0 TRACES ALL PACKETS + LISTS INITIAL NEIGHBORS + LIST
#'t BEST PATHS V/ CV AT END OF RUN
''gg 2 -> I + ANNOUNCES CHANGES IN BEST PATHS
''fe 3 -> 2 + TRACES ALL UPDATES + AVNOUNCES ALL NEll BEST PATS

''CC9 SMP.LINRS IS THE NUMBER C' LINKS TO BE SAMPLED
6199 NO.OP.SAMPLES IS THE EXPONENTIAL MEAN NUMBER OF SARPLES TO BE TAKEN
''ft AT EACH OF SMP. LINKS LINKS IN THE LAST HALF Of TEST.
''ft LINKS IS THE TOTAL NUdmBER OF LINKS IN 209 NETWOK.

READ IN.GROUP, IN.FAMXL!
READ PRNT
READ SNP.LINKS. NO.OF.SALES
READ aINNS

PRINT 8 LINES WITH UP.DATLPERIOD, PROCESSXNG.TIMB. PKT.X85.TI#B,
TIA.LIMII TRAF*LIMIT AVE ' mF.TnAFnTc.INTEAA4 dvINuOM
pr HIIN PxT. MAl, IN. GAOUP X8,PASILT AS FOLLOWS
PROCESSING TIME IN EACH NODE FOR ANY PACKET IS .0S*SS02SEC
P CXS! TRANSIT TXME BETWEEN ANY TWO NODES IS ."* 09 SEC
TEST DURATION IS *" 00* SEC TEST LiflAtED TO 06000 TRAPPIC SESSION1S.
NEW TRAF?IC SSSIZONS'ARE STLRTV6 AT AN AVE8AGE INTERVAL 0? *S* S4*5C
CHAN0IEL VALUE CALCULATION WINDOW IS ** 0000 SEC
RAC.4 TRAFFIC SESSION VABIES FRO4 00 0 1 PACKETS
AT LEASTg, '. oyTsrFxc is ZONES G26UPo ANOTHER ". S IS INNER PLMI
SKIP 1 OPU LIVE

: CC SEE CNAPTER 6 FOR DECRIPTION Of ARRATS

~RRV LXK.MN AR (O 0 AS~ N.800 BY N.0O03 St 3

9ES RVE HOP-CO9NT(m;t #L is (u . 4.No Da 2

RES4AVE: TRACtR A S EST AK.F19 U 1Zc Bt 2

LIONS D

VON j TO l'ArI'LXWK.ABL(,.J)

PRIST I LIPS VUB L10K.ABLE(W.). LIMCABL(I,2) AS 1OLWUS3

''g009 SCHEDULING IVITIAX. MOT'S

''cc SCREDULl TH! rIBST UPflAtM FOR rA10, $O00 E.ODTLESAZ
1499 PRE=~ ALL CVtS FOR TII S OPDA12 (CVLCN
soot SeCOULE r RS? PACRET S9SSION

''tSCHEDCL 12? roe MAX QUzUEs HAL? vAt dau TEST

Poo EACR 001

SCHEDUL9 A K3UDT8S allU soon, OOR.PAtE IN (UnrIoLip
081

Nil4



FElu: DOC S A NAVAL POSTGRADUAE SCIDOL

SCHIDUL2 A CI.LATCH AT 0.00
SCHEDULE A STOP.SIMULATIOI IN TIME LIflIT/4. OUT$
SCHEDULE A, NE~d.PAC1CET.,1ESSAGE GIVEi PACKET IV (2 S.
+ERPONENTIAL.F (AVE.NEW.TSAFFlC.INTERVAL p5 1123~

SCHEDULE A QO.SAMPLZR INI (TIMlE LINT!21 3~
RESERVE BEST.PA4 ZH(0*.1,*) AS N*NODU B! GY B

:9909eU IDENT?1! NEIGIBORS, SET INITIAL CV'S AND PRN

FOR I u I TO X NODZ DC1
LET BfST.PATi (I.)

LOOP
t RES!RVE SEIGHBO~eLIST (O-600) IS 9.1OD2BY3 6 BY13

FOR I m I T LINKS, 00
FOR J a I TO

IF N2IGHBOR.LIRSjLINK.ABLEAIt, I )J1) u0
LET NEIGHBOR,LISTM 4~K.A LEI 11 'J'11 : LINKS&SLS(X.2)
LET NZIGHBOR.LIST (INK.AaL 111 33I LET M =
GO NEITeSTSP

ELSE
LOOP

FOR JITO 6  
1

LIF N IGHOR.LIT LIK AL 2 L 1

LET NEIGHBOR.LISTILItIK.&8L I.I.J.3I a 1IKALS11
LET EIGBORLTLK BL (, :J3 s3:1

, LOOP

LET NIHO.IMle Z

LOOP

SKIP 1 OUTPUT LM~
PRN'I LIKE I rOLS OL
NEJGHBOROm AND CSAVE

SKIPI OPiLK

Ol"t T 6 0

A' hS fLL26VSW owT l~PORA N A~ ~V~LSAIU

:Ott REPORTS ON T03 STATUS Of~ THE SIMlULATION. AngeR POUR MUOM
t ':99 TUC IOUTINI STOP$ THE SIMULATION.

DEItETOTSENOL*TIOT.AW T 1DELIVERCO AS VARIAMS

tvMNI AVE.TI1"j ANO AVE. 400M HOPPIOD ASY REAL V&SABLU&Z
HERATIO, A~ 0 IDEA L.T14 AS UEAL VAN , 48=

tDRXXN4 V AS A 99AL VAaAALE
WEINE SO.14224SON AS RHEAL 'VARAZ

f*POE cocof THE fouR RIVOITS
'Ct TOT. jACXZT.S 500 THIE TOTAL PXS 4MMAED OP TO TATS POINT

"t DC" VEUD SUBS THE TOTAL PATS R1UIXG :51. DESVUaELM



F IL~ DOC S A NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCSDOL

'U TO?. HOPS SUNS ALL HOPS RIDE B1 ALL PRTS
''CU son Sums SAML4TED gSIZES

'' S THE TOTAL NI 8CR or SARPLIS
*go Z2Sli5 IS THE SON 02 SIPLE SIZES SQUARAO

LET PEK*PZZK~t
LET TOT.PACKETS *0
LET DELIVER1I2 a
LET TOT.HOPSuO0
LET S71f a
LET 1 0 0
LET Z2S(Y v 0.0

0PRINT 81 IZlGBOBS AID CR

I? PRX? > 0
SKIP 3 OUTPUT LINES
FORt I = I TO 0.soot DO

SKI? I OUTPUT L0iW
PRIN1T I LINE WITH I AS FOLLOWS

BEST PATUS ?RON NODS St TO - DESTINATION 3P.33IQHSOR -CT flM S1.9002
FOR J TO N MODE DO

L V ITH sieflES ATH I? DST*PAT3(X.J,2j AS FOLLOWVS

REGAROLESS5
LOOP
FOR j a (R(.110113+11 TO NanS DO

IF (GROUP fI) RE J AND ft&AZLTtl) 32 J AID J > 1.1O03)
BFEST M AT l (J. 1% IS

I? (FACIOr.GR Pi (4 , r3 adIL ) a j 44 (N.8003 # GaPS))
;O O3I?.PRINT

PRXVT I LZIS WITH J, 58ST.91TH (4.1)@ * BEST.PATd1ZJ*2) AseIOLLov$

RARDLESS

LOOP

"lit COUN~T PKTS C98ATZD AND DILIVERID

LIT TU-A.KT O.ANTSICES :11: tol

LETCTE DUZ1833 w 0&U *TC=J12

3RUN "tPopi? o a Nmw PACE
S LNS MTHUP.DAF.PBRIOD PCS.IE

A M X vi.s~oup, IH.FAUxLy A to Lou

MCESSI'M TIN. XIN CACH Nft! VOS ANT PACZT tS .9*004OI MI
PkCKE. TRN3 T109 8S?1455 0r T.WO NTjIDES IS .000086 SEc
~'ST 3URATIO wES * SEC. rS? LITED TO "14 TaAtFUC stsSIONS.

R A?FXC SESOSAESTARTED AT AN AVERAGE INIZIa OF M*e.4'. SZ
CkAH) CL YALU&E C&LCILJATION VENUOW IS * @#

C;H~ V? ? SSIO$4 VAEISS FROO, '" 10 -- PCKT
?M WIT OfTAFTC 1.4 Gal?* Amm isU £IOU mumISIIE &N

? I UT PtT LION3*C
SI 10~Pt

'3pp PSAX 'ta rN.
No o90 in
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P,

FILE: DOC SA $&VAL POSTGRADUJATE SCHOOL

LET TOT.ROS 3' TOT.HOPS + I1 HOP.COUE' T, PACXETI)
LET AVE.TIME a CLOCK D&T (1,1/+REAL. FiUOP.CO0ITA .PACKSTI)
LET IDEAL.TISE a zARPT.XNR.TI E (I-i)*PBOCESSIN.fills
PRINJT 1 LINE WITH 1, HOP. COUNT (I.PACKiT), AITE.1B CLOCK.DATA(z.24,
IDEAL.TIMZ AS FOLLOWIS

L IGASDLESS
LCOF

19 PRINT ALERT MSG 17"I PIT HOPPED MORE TUNl TOTAL NUSIES OF NODES

SKI P OUTPUT LINES
PRINT 1 LIVE AS FO2LLOWS
uaaNOTE AT LEAST I PACKET &OPPED MORE TRAM TEE TOTAL MSSEA 0 O 032

SKIP 2 OUTPUT LINES

PIG&RDLESS

'LET AYE.VODES.HOPPWD a BCAL.P(TOT.HOPS) / RPAL.r(DuLZYSIZ)

egg PR~INT SELECTED STATISTICAL DATA

'7KIP 3 OUTPUT LINES
H~INT I LINE WITH AVE.NODZS.hOPP3D AS POLWUVS:1 NEIAll NUMBER OP NODES HOPPED PER PACSIT IS *.
SfTP I OUTPUT LIVE
PFfIT I LINE WITH TO?..NEWTRAPPIC AND TOT.PICKETS AS FOLLOVS
A TOTAL OF *AHEW XhNS WERE STARTED TOAIG*4S0* PACKET M
PR'INT I LXNIg WITH (TOT.PACKETS - DELIV ED) AS FOLLOUS

0? TH~'SE *** PIKT UVR NDELXZ.ED WHEN THE TZST VAS ZD
SFIP I 6UTfUT LNE
LT7 R&-"O s REAL lo'NET.U. LINKS) /PEAL..1(UP.STABS)
PFINT 1 LXRE WITE! dATIQ AS FOLLOWlS
00n AM1 NEW UEAE AV &VERNGE OF ***.* LINKS VIE US=.

PTINT 1 LI98 WITH ?AL.U.HPS AS POLLOVS
Lu'JGEST BEST PITH AT &MY TINE W-S 040 LtIKS.

.-j1 SNIP TO END 0f ROUTINE I? STILL IS P155? GAL? OP TEST?

IF PEEK < 3.

' P910T To$ PURO81. 0f LINK$ SA5UJ.AD 4111 TOTAL skatpLas PC& VO

S; I OOTP UT 4X99
NT3 LNS Kt.L P0,~ sp.CUTe AS1 gS4%Xl M r.LOWS

SAMLE /O Lxs E1~OH tTANX

~'gppr ),m

R 2TT 2 LHO&I

PO 0 "A
YOR T t LINKS 00
t T A *INK.AML X,1)

PRXI I LIVEN1 WTU tIL OZOUs3) 'S144S

v Ot p rit "V SAhPLT1WC COUNT 01 OF SIZtS FEO~ 0 ?NOU500 Sao COUNTSI
t , Ott as to IO ALiz .2 AYAGz A 0 mas SZN uD lVan



VIMl Doc S A NAVAL POST021DUA21 SCHOOL

82GIN REPORT 01 A NEW P103
PuVT 1 LIVE AS FOLLOWS

9~C -SIZE - S&flPLE DENSI!!
I a ITO 250 DO

LET SUN - '-1f*QU.D1STB(I) *SOS
* ~LET Xu2*CU.01T9(ILET Z2a 0tT.0ISTR RU1 (-,-1) **2)

LET Z2SOUIu 22SUM. z2
IrR.DISTRII F2 0

P IN I N ITS (1-1) AND QO.DIS?1(I) AS IOLLOES

REG AIDLZS S
LOOP
t2T T a SON/R
PtINT I LINE WIT! I AS FOLLOVS
AVERAGE Q LENGTH a-*.*
LIT XR a I
L-- SD.m SRT.P(IZ2SUK- a(*2)t8t)
CRIP I CU PUT L HE v~~?-- I LINE WITH SD tS POLLOW
S~itfD&RD DEVIATION

'ItCHECK AL. DNDELIIEO PKTS. RPORT AN! VITS & SOP COUNT ) M.ODS

?IINT I LIRE AS FOLLOWS
$ !;USUXL DELAYS FOR PACKETS NOT DELIVERED DESCRBED BftO4

?CR NO.DE a 1 TO 4 Solis DO
?C EACH MESSAGE 1;I QU6 N.~ IUP(55aEuPCED

IX NODES.HOPPE(I1E SAGEI >N .NODC
PRINT I LINE WITH E A 6 .TIdE(dESSAGE). a HasOP? ED Samar'

AS FOLLOVS
- VPICKET RELSAIM 92 111 UN S '%*0 1015

LOOP

019* TUE rIL THIS5 ISX ST TO ALL TOF U NA.NORD' Q IN

SMI t UP STO.SNULS&1TI I SEIQ.ODLA UNIT

j~ "1

"49e CTHE MALXE V- I SEO TO ALL QV THO E 1kT1Xr 3ONI OWE EN

v E REATf IEia~ * DGR

Ia gg 49.1ts S800NDE IS ON tAuo410N (1#.) SM19,04

b LIL? t(101) AUL SMU.2 NEEA11$t poieto st vtEkPAM
IL PCTiesI A.isjf DE40INMSAE) r 3"u 3



FILL". OWC a A IAL POSTGUADUAUZ SCHOOL.

ILS1

0* 1~ ? OPPOS-13 1O09 IS -3 ANOTHER GROUP (SAME FAMILY):

IF GROUP (LINL.ABLE(I.2b) ME GROUP (SENDISG.UODBI
LET GRP (NESSAGF) a G OUP (SENDIhe.NO B
LET DEST INATION 4GlESSIGS) a GOaiP (S VDG.lODz)
GO LIST.ZIBZT.SO,

S.~

ce I? OPPOSITE NODE I~S TV SAME BASIC GROUIP

LET DESTIVATIOI(MESSAGE) v WILAOL(.1)
'LIST. S IT IS TOP'

LET MkITqSTOP (MESSAGE) zoLINK.ABLE3(I#2)
S!S

TV FAalLT (LINK.ABLEffIll) NE F&MILY (SENDING.9ODZ)
LET ?Alt.LY 44ESSAGE) FAMILY tEDN.OBLET DESTINA TIOM MESAGE) aF IK(EDMOB
GO INCL.NEXT.SOP

3LSE
IV GRO"? (LINK?.ARLS (1.11) ME GROUP (SE$DlNG.VODJ*

LET GN.P (MOSSAGE)1 G OUP (SENIDING, MODE)
LET DESTINATION (OMSAGE) uGSOU 190DM.8ODM
G~O INCL.SeNT.STOP

ULSE
A LET DESTIVATION(nISSAGE) aLISK.ADLZ (X*2)

* LET M$!T.STOP (MESSAGE) it LINS.ABLECX1)1
* 3GARDMES

409SCZEDUL~t ARRIYAL Or U-NSGI AT OPPOUSZTI ODX
SCZGEAN &RRIVAL.IIESSA4GS GlIZA US 11

UOXUV.Tlds Dull~s

LOOP

J t04 SCISDOU ?0t VAX OIG!VAIOS Or A U'-OSG FOR TIS 90 0 1
SC r-MtA Mig.II _ SAG! G1140 &SoX~(Qh UPDA%'S AT

pvAZ:?ON, (31 ju.IES.UPDAT5e LATEST.W&8

4ND #11? S. Aiti

::Cc :N.3 ROUTINE 4,3~E anOMTTK(IEO vt M 11E
cc 7 U430P40 a MtD AFTMR A- UVIT

!VW :2~.UO~E.JES$tEGXVEIN LAS'T.MODS VEIT.9009. 011.0,0
A M OP-C-IT ASO Q2*0DV

'It p rL %3AL (MA PO 11TT0001

MAsA.. 193Wae aOP L
I ~ RE~AV~ U-~YSG ~S DL DTOXT.N003 U rLSIAQ

FAC. 'CO~ ES~lt..?JDA

09 ?TZVI AOTE C~tO TEIASIS tWA? TINEZ G S RII T O

II
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Flu.: DOC 3 a NAVAL POSTGRADUAE SCHOOLO

2VEN! 11IE VLLNSAGE GIVEN IMdESSAG2.10ABIR
LET !SSSMG a IDMfESsAGE.HUMBIR
LET 7EiS.NODZ a NEXT. STOP(NESM
LET N3-,.J.LINKS w NET.1.L NKS, +
LET 50OS.HOPPED(RESSkGE) = MODES. HOPPED (HESSAGE) I

:* 10! CS OP LAST RULAYING NO0DE

FOR 1 TO 6D
4IF .J-GffBORh1ST(TH1S NODE (TMS1)DS RLY (IISA3)

-3: C7.OP.Lllx I N £GB111) HIELATE 1 3NSSG)
GO SELECT.3ZST. PATH

* SELE!-.BES!.2ATEf
LET :-3:IL.C *O?.PATH =V.OT.LINK + CRHz1EL.VALU(Z3SLG2)

10 13g PREVIOUSLY SELECTED BP NEIGROOR

I? ?BIT >a 3
SK?1 OU'rPUTAIUD2TRAI1(2SA8

PE~7 LINE TH T3,7S410DDISIATON MS AGE BPNEIGOR.
CEIN!; S. VALUE pzSSwAGS , C .0?. LINK, TOTAL. CV.O!. MRTH TIflB.V
AT ?:LLOWS

NOD? UPDATIS CV TaRa San! SP TO 0*(HEOU as) 4S*e,***** AT S****S3
SK:P? I OUTPUT LINE
REGEGALESS

GO MEAY, UPDITZ.,TO. NEIHORS0
ELSE

t lo I? TRZIE MA 210 BP NEIGHBORe ADOPT RELATER IS B32 NEIGHOR 110
'Ot ..'LAY UPDATE

IF 3P.SZIGHBOR a MOVE
LE- Z-ST PATH (H N.ODEDRST~TSITION (EESSAGE1 .1) RBLAYER(NESSAG31
L= --!ST.PRTH TH NO0DE DESTINATION (SAZ). *CHANL. VA1401 (a SSAGA)

I? M: >= 3
SK:? I OUTPUT LIVE
M:~ I LIVE WITH THIS NODE DRSTINII (ES03 PSIHBR IM

~~.CVOfP&T! AS ?OLLOVATO(ESG) 2.EG3~.TIY
1 --EST PATH FROd 0* TO 60 NiOV THRO so AT *M.*004** SEC* BEST U?'CV4 *0

sM: T OUTPUT LISS
R ~EIE32SS
It

* ~GO E!LAY.UPLT.tNISBORS
SLS3

$9 !? THE RELATER IS VO? THE BP NZIGI)3OR, AND XF THE NEW PA.jl IS
' 3iO1VDEB THAN THE OLD BEST PATUH, SAKE U&LAZZ8 THS NEW SP 21116880
I o ND RELAY THE UPDATE

FR 1 TO 6 DO .OE11'*3.10
I? 7r:GHBORES . TM D 11 P*,ETB

!.!: CV. TO.BP.SEIG11BO9 = fIGHO.ITTt.0EA

LOOP

IF - PBTflX3.RD2STDZATZ0AN(BSSAG2),2) 4 C?.O.MVEUIGHBOI) >
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PILE: DOC S A VIV4L POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL

LET OLD. UP a BP.NZIGHBOR
LET OLD0.C? BEST.PATH (THIS.NODE. DESTINATION (MESSAGE), 2)
LET LVK.CY a CV. TO. 9P.N LIGHBOR
.!T 3SS.PATH (THIS.NODE, DESTINATION (IESSAGR) I R)*ELATER (KESS1AGI)

LET BEST.PATH (THIS. NODE, DESTINATION (SESSAGE).2 CBAvv8L1 VALUH
UESS&01YGHBO - RLATEN (5SSAGE)

SKIP I OOTPUT LINE
PRIN?* 1 LIVE WITH THIS. NODS, DZSTIVATIO N1MESSAGE), BPoSEIGHAOR ,TIdl*?.

CHAYNEL. VALUS(NESSAGE) CV. OP.LINKS TOTAL. CV.OF. BATH AS FOLLOWS
NEW BEST PATH FROM * 0 *' NOW THRO ** IT8.8*8 SEC. CV= *.** *

PJRINT 1 LINE WITH OLD.3P, OLD.CV, LNK.CV, (OLD.CV + LUX.Cr.) AS FOLLOWS
OL0 BP THRU 0 AD~~ CT OF ~

SKIP 1 OUTPUT LINZ

GO REPLA Y. UPDATE. TO. HEIGEBOORS
!LSz
I? SEW PATH IS NOT BETTER THAN TEE OLD BEST PATH. DISCO52TXJOE v-ISO

GoOTDSCOUTINUROORIGIVAL.RiESSAGN

'1I? A NEW BP IS SELECTED OR &IN OLD 8P IS UPD&TED. PSEPARSINY3103&?ZON

LPO TH NET 9dSGTOALL NEIGBR

go COHPUTZ.MET*CV
ELSE

LOOP

LET _NET. Cl ?FQM. THIS. MODA a BIS.PATH (VIIS.204 ES AIOOSSSG)2

:.? N aEIHOR. LIST aTX.ND 2 . Its
IF Hi GOULIST THIS.N WE I vlATEH (HENsaam

LET PTMN 0ESG RM 36& 09S102 X, 1

:99 1? UPSTREAl NOD2 IS Ill A1IOTnilE PAULT AN THUIS 1 A ZVT&GU P XLT~

IGPA (R N SSGne 0 AND QOPBIT oPSR ASO mo) ME R(R&t4)~r~
USEE

*tIr. DPSTh!AM HIODS I fl XV ANOTI33 S% 01019 AND THI S IS A AOU (41
''68 3013 UGENATB CU-IO %T AYI

SSGA MENUV 0 00RHUEOP11.&NU M O2DZSG4
&N I ?A .U TIAE 2 lES A

ILSn

it V S OP SREsAMO. D91 EA 490 DE BTroIS oo IzA

1= Ol SKIP.98 111T

SCH2DULI A CONT.UPO TE., iHSIGt 6XV0i T..OIS.tOo PR 4 NOd. ,

V0'~i~tS&G I 1 (6l8OClSZ11GwTl S * 5. Ce&&iT4 'ONUS ~lOS

* ~~ .wkW.. . >



7!LU DOC S A NATAL FOSTGLUU&TE SCHOOL

RMGADLass
LOOP

11 I THE SISOLATION, ILL Q-ffSQS kR2 DESTROYED AFTER TRAVELLING Ova
1109 LINK. HOVEVER THE UPDATE CYCLE PROCEED! ACCORDING TO THE! B&SIC

''~ C04CEPT BECAUSE THE ARRIVING tl-ftSG CUE E JEG O3
4109 INITIATED If I NEW BP WAS SELECTED OR AN OLD Bf WAS UPDATED.

I I? A NODE COULD NOT USE AN INCObING U-BSG* 12 Is DESTROYED
*0 WUIXTHOUT GENEBATING ANY REV U-NSGS.

*DISCONIUE. 03 IGINIL. NESSACIS
TIP NODES 4dOPPED (MESSA GE) > IAI.D1flOps

LET !!A I.U.HOPS= NODES HlOPPEb0ESSA~g)
REGARDLSS
98STROT 629SAGE CALLED ID.UESSAGZ.NMU3X
RETURN
ENT) "ur ARRMfL.U2DATZ

"'9 VTS ROUTINZ CALCULATES CHANNEL TILUS B&SED ON I TIftE-MUGMDE
voge AVERAG2 a? MUsU SIZES OVER a SPN'CIPIED TIME CALLED THE VWNOW.
''99 QUEUE SIZE IEFORkIATION OLDES THAN THE 1419DOW TINE IS DISC&IRIDr.

EVENT CV.LATC8
DEVINE! 2DGE LLST, SUN, LAS. QuA SPAN* MID, auEA VsIGHON BLOCS

AND RMSINW! AS REAL VA ALis
:REIIN? NONE TO IRAN. OS@0
?0M TRISoNODE I TO .MO.D

a 'U. 79!STOT DID!E INFORMATION BETOwoD UIMDO SIZ8. OPACIrl IS A PAC~kAG
"i 0U O ISO NITIOU DESCMIED LATtlo

M V!C P9C IN TVE.Q9308 (THIS4003) WITH. ENTY.211 .TIM5(I <

*4CM.CL1LATS THE CY to iACil 1111Gt503

VOR 3 I TO& DO
Tr 5UGHBRIUS ' M s. NODE, 4 2

'.ET MtE 0.0

tU LASTU?0L

''HI~ CKu
C 1C Vf3C.0OEO8s (OS.OD11 WITH 2AC.MIGHBOR JP)CI

LIT, ISY*PACKi TIYS

LET? SONA * .L MT lalK ~
LMOT 1'': SPA . 204a

LE~ T a ?R.IE w

f LJT t ' 8 Q SRAL.P(MUUdfil(pACs))
LOOP

Mal' AI~/2.1,.* goal

t ET BLOX w A siL :Ts1lc



FILS: DOC S A NVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL

LET NEIGHBO.LIST (21IS.NODE., 3. 3) a CTV.ed.LIIE

RRGARDLZSS
LOOP

"Ofg SCHEDULE TUE NEXT CT CALCULATION FOR ALL NEIGHBORS. IN TEEl
4 ''U SINULATION, THIS PROCESS IS SYNCHRONIZED FOR EVERY NODE EU

90C THE NETWORk (SEE CHIP TI) .

SCH*EDULE A CY.LATCM IN (2*5P.DAfl.PERIOO) UEITS

''90 E&RLZE3ST.OPDAT! AND LATEST.UPDATO SATi THE NEXT INTERVAL DURING
4199 WHICH ALL NODES WILL RANDOMLY INITIATE A$ UPDATE CYCLE. THE
6194 NEXT CT.LATCH FOR ALL NODES IN THE NETWORK OCCURS AT THE VERY
*00 eg EGIIIIHR UP THIS INT!UVALV LITER THIS PERIOD, THERE IS ANOTHZI

#go EQUAL 512 D PERIOD DURING UHICR NO UP'DATE CYCLES sA INITIAflO.e
$gig 5ST THIS PERIOD INSURiZS THAT ALL CYCLES STARTElD DURING THB
'ctEARLIEST.UPDAE TO LAT!ST.UPDATE PERIOD WILL BE COM1PLMTED.

0109 DUHING THESE TWO P$iRIODS. THE CV FOR ALL LINES ARE PRQZBl,

LET EARLIIST.JPO&TE x TIflE.V +*(Z flP.DATE.PERIODI

L"'T JESUPDAE a TUE.?+ (3a UP. DATE. QZBI0aJ

* 'CC TPIS 8OUTINE; GERERATES A TRAFFIC SESSION' MADE UP OF A RANDOM

91C NMBR 0? PETS SBETWEIN PRESCRIBED LIMITS). PKTS ARE 5311? OUT

t $Old ON IDLE LINKS Ix AVAILABLE, OR STORED Ill QUEUES IF LINKS ARE BUST*

3EFINE CK(. XNTR. CK.RCTE, .1O.PEBCENT AND R.TOT.PRCET AS DiAL
4AR11L1

LET I. TOT. P1RCHwT=aO4 LT R40.P~ wc , 1 g lra~(0.0 TBNS.PCN?., 2)

MITO IS USED IFAPRET Of Till TRAFFIC ES REQUIZEED

!.TSEL3CTOR " GIFOREP.(O.O, 100.,, 9)

''U9 SELZC? THE Th&$4SMlUE34I ODS

LRT z.TQ?.P9R1tN? a X-OTP fCZN? + lMMORBL

1O0 I 41C T- RANOE, D

ir CHrxafl <. (?O . 0. aa P~r i
TO SF , SOflC&VU0

K'LS y M*RT;RT0.AC

''t SIFC Th. RECEZmust39IN-aliasm ,ag oivazt

GO TO4 UOP.

U. H O.PR~IJ R~tRREN *NgRZE~153li4



FILMS Doc S k NATYAL POSTGRADUATE acU0O;.

ELSE
UT R.TOT.P~eRCZWT 000

ELEGO 1PIND.112CSEZA
IF SELECTOR < +jIGEU MPN.ARML)

I? FAHILYI(lETR) = MAILY(RCVEI
GO SEE. I1.XATR.EQ.EC1

ELSE
LET S.?O.PERCENT si"0.0

s 2.1?.ZAMU.CVRI
I? RCV3 w 5

LET 3.TOT.PRRE~lT a 0.0
GO FID. RECEIVER

TLS2
IDERITS iMns l.a. PICKETS'
LET PK2.COUUT a IHT?4 (UHIPOtH.?(PK?.flvd- PXT.11A1*?I
of

it' COUVT TOTAL TRAPPIC SISSIOSS. THE TRACES &AA MUBDS 2ACI-OW
9109 SESSION IMM0IULIOl
LET TOT.ME.TRAFFZC = TOT.N!M.TU&PC * 1
LET TRACER IOT.NULTRATFICe 1) a PXT.COUN2

* :di CILIATE a MESSAGE FOR Eaca PACIET

?OR I w I TO PRT.COOU?. DO
CREITS A MESSAGE

LET T!P! I flSAGE) 0 PACKETLZ 2EA~ GESS~) .153
LIT Faw

6199 ADDRESS PIT TO MODE, GROUP OP. I-'AXLX Of DESTINATION AS &2PRODAM

IF FAISILTIX5TRI 81 FAffLtY(SCYRf l dZRCU'LIT BP. NODE 'n BEST. PATH fXATR~?UL(CR. )
LET FflGP(NSSA~uflafAIJ(RCVUM
aO ADD 0 a NT ON

ELSE
UGROUP 1,NTR) NaE MRCI1t

LET r ~ tIA~d U0i &TS

k. Go ADO.DSUUAT ON
AD.LIT 8P.W001 " SEST.PATH (mtH I9crav 1)

V&DDESTIZATJOH4 E ' E

LET HA.NSESa (EESSAt36 TOT. NZ.?R&ItI
L!T PACK.HiUMN8ENESSAGM I
LIT U-ST. SOP (NES&OZ) a MD

td WUX LUXN" OP 0EX8OS ts =20E SeND onT pwxg

IF MaNN~?3(U ap.NoODK. 1) a'-0f
SCHEWP7 AN AhtVK.SACKET GIVEN NESSAG9 is MaT.i.UE1 uqzv,

Le

Fu !IESSAGE! EN gaon (ETV
LE f SK30IN - 182)rN

::it ip Ult 3 irnCi CUACSREATE A "PCK" 4 A VAUGAOF MOOTO

1 54



FZLB: DOC S a YAVAL- P0S3laculZ ScloOu.

ItS a.,LMc L=S r

MNATZ A P N.ONO lBil.EDj 2

LI-T NUNlS PICK) 1.0iot(TvP.w-2j'
LET ElfRC.2EGS86RPCK) 5IM- -
LET PAC~. 'l R LPAC -u 1M

FILE PACE XJ ?I182.QU4U.(1lSw..
,,UOARDLSSS.

17 P~ll? >.
PflI3I 1 Lrlff 912, TOTJ39TAFM '. XMUZv SPIPMODI.IG. UCIRV. ?RLI06

LNK.4ONITOht(XfT 1 9P.Mfl!. 2) AS; *IOLLOWS-
**N/~INITITEDh 1105' Ow ?HU **(**) T0 ** &Z' ***" S=C QO. SO

SKIZP I OUTPUT LIZA-
P EGARDLASS

LOOP

:g RIiascuNar.!X 52= TBAPPI SM1SSI- UP1T0 SIX MI St 2XAZflCLZIWV,--

I? TOWTE3.TRAFMI < ?RAP.LXII?
SCHEDULE A HMRPACKRT.2ESSAGE GIVEN PACKS!' Mt

BIXpONI!lTAL.P (WE. NEWI. TUAFFIC. IMUIfL, 4~ ON=-S
RE1GAR DLESS
RETURN

09~ TMI 3002151 PROECSM~ PlK!S AS Till £11111 IL 100=

S MN ARZIL'.PACK? GIVEN 0~.3083W
LST M SSSAGE a ILNtMll8B
LETT TR. OD! 1 11T. STO mssirW
LET PAST.300l.e ULXi5 G)XPOTII
"zI~N I LI NE M R&I(c:Bzw SS::;; ACK. NUMMMEo7,: 0

00-TO OAASG4flg s s
C.;6*5vAilm " 0XA**A 0A w
REGARMSSS.l1~3 BB~SI~
flSUit P IE V52011 RCI .3O IAZW OT RC3Z M

T? G w 03TXVAIOXCIZ91G55

Re TO iNS



PILE: DOC S A NATAL POSTGRADUA!E scmOO&

LET WIT*STP(SESSAGE)0  BEST.PATH (THIS.NODE, BP.O8jwlb
LET NODES.H0PPED (MUSSAGE) a NODES.HGPDSSSAGE)+I

*009 SCHEDULE A PROCESSING COMPLETION TINE WHlEN THE PIT WILL BI REID?.
'008 FOR RETRANSMISSION*

SCHEDULE A CON.PACKET.AESSIGE GIVEN MESSAGE IN PSOCESSIIG.TIME UNITS
PEGARDLESS

::go GO TO T82 QUEUE OF THE NODE WHICHB RELATED THE ABOVE PK?. MirP~
'08 DEFINE THE LINK AS O.LE, IF NOT PLACE THE NEXT PKT ON THE LINS

119 AND ADJUST THE QUEGS INfOE1NATIO~ BYACREATING A NEW PACK.

FOR EACH MESSAGE INSQUEUB(P&ST.NODZ) WITS NEI?.STOP(HESSAGE)ATHIS.10OO1..
FIND TO? FIRST CAS
I? NONE

LET LIK.11OMITOR( PAST. NODE, 2131S.10D2# 1) INZ&

REMOVE MESSAGE ?ROM QUEUE (PAST.NODE)
LET LIK NONITOR IPASToNODE, THIS.NODE 2).
LNL.MNiZTOR (PAST.NOD2, THIS..NODZ9 2f - I

CREATE A PACU
LET NUMBERIPACK) n LNK.NONITOR (PAST.3ODE. ?MIS.I12) -

LET ENTRY. a TIMLYK
LET 2AC.N#EIGHI PA E) * THIlS.NODR
ILB PACK IN1 TIP?. 0EUZ(AST.9ODI)

ICI? NOD2S.iHOPPEDIM SAGE S1 0

LETN REOP&CT.9ESS BE GE aDE!.MSSALN. MI
REG!1~SARESSITNESG.MN

::ET TUSHME TU RRAL OF28 XTJSTRLESEAGU)TH URM

,SCEDULEANC.RAC&PICT GI MESSAGZ 18 I1J*.XV.?IME N12

PINE UItIT TRINUMEIN SSAGE) PACK NUNBV(NSSAG
RELAER MESSAGS NXT SOPAMSA FI*P SA ESS) RTI

LZUZ Sao maS AOLU
*io Q03 Q(** AT .S6 *.MOWIL

RETURNLES
"O a'zkSt

'leg TIS ROUNK N WAS BUS S THA E PACKET ONEU IT PESTATH A M S 92 EWs

UTL MSSAr I!0CZI.OE

LET TIS.N02 aREUTR (U156N



FILE- Doc A I 1111 POSTGRADMAE SCEOOL

L T LNK.l!ONZTOR (TRI.30D!, NEXT.STOP(MESSAGZ4 2)

LMMLONITOR (THIS.NOD!, NEXT.STOP (IISSAG!~2
LET LN.8NITO (TIS N DE NEXKT STOP(3SA~ .2)
LTLNI~.ONITOB (TIS.NODEO NXT.SOPWS E~G# If

FIGARDLESE TI.ND t?.TPISAB.2
CREATE APACK

4 LZT N MSER (PACK) a LNK.MOIITOR (TSIS.MODE# NZXT.STOTV(jSS&G)* 2)
LIZ 2 fH!.TINE (PACK) aTItME.7
LET P C.EZXGHBQH(PACK) s ,NEXT.STOP(51SSiG3)

pIL3 2'ACK 10 T139.00EUE (TIS.MODI)

IF PRIT >w 1
PRINIT I LIVE WITH TRANS. RUBBER (HSSIGE), PACE. N U18BiIM 10
THISNODE, NEXTSTOP INESS&G R TIME.V, LNX. 1ONITOR (THIS.NO10,,
NET. STOP INSSAGEL, 4 AS ?0 O*ws** ~

* I VGARDLZSS
REGURNLS

END "OF CO5*P&CKZ!T

:99U THIS ROUTINE COLLZECTS STATISTICAL DATA Will! A PAT REACME 125
* .g DESTINATION,

wVENTCOMPLETED.TRIP GUEU HIRS Hall
DEPM DEL.TIME is A REA VRIN
LET 4'ESS&GU MES.NUM
LET CSTR a lIODRSdROPPItJ(NSSAGE) * I

*:6 RINT ALZRT IF MODES HOPPED >0 TOTAL MODIS 13 NETV0OBL
T? (CITR >w N.NODE AND NSG.OLT a 0)

PR19T I LIVE AS POLLOVS
PROBLEd - dv ~OHOP4S THAS 1002S
LET MSG. 81-f I

*'Ud INCREBNN COUNTER FOR TOTAL NODES 210"M! 101 THIS P&T AIOSU1 Vile
goU TitrM R GP01 (ZEVEN oriE ORHOPS*

LMT ROP.CGrfS? (CNTH. PACRET) H OP.COUNT 'COTR* A1T
LZT D!.TINt a TIMM - BELEAS.M8~ (tIASSAG

LET CLOCK.DATA (CM#H 1) a CLOMKDAT& (CNTM. "4i )# DIL.?IN3
If

XF M.TX11! > CtAMKDAT& (0211 1
*LZT CLUMDVATA (GNH, 2) dDL X

I!:

::do 140121$0- TIACM AVP9AY VOIC1 KEEPS III! MUMS~ Of PK? GSMEIAO
StU AMD THE MU 5 REACUINGr THEIR DESTIVA&:O.

tht Cglk(?WS. 0"SEMIS5t), 2)a MC(&5.wM5 MSAE ~

F4,R

?Mt ilt ROUTINE 1M.MMIS A SET O0? TA9 HUSIM? LINKS OVER TRE tIS?
*44t MALr 01NTnv SI UULATXOM S( TU?, LIMgS rVa! uS~dpLr0D DUUG '%Ha

EVEN1T g1sMPt Ilo xsYLL

1b 7



F ILl: DOC 3 A& NATAL POSTOAnDOAZE SCHOOL

90#6 tD THE LAIGEST QUEUE SIZE 15 TilE FIRS? HALF 01 THE szn1oktINO.

too ITO NV052DO

LET 341 a LMK.MOIITOR (it 31
REGARDLESS

LOOP
LOOP

* 190 SIP.LIUKS is AN INPUT TAUZIELS LISTING TH2 VOBBEB OF LINES TO SI
99C SAMPLED FOR QUEUE SIZE.
'8 SEP.51 I AN ARRAY OP NODE PUlES FOR TOE 'SftP.LlN0S SUShEST

*It$ LIMES 01ER TH E FIRS? BALI OF THES nAUzatzo

'FILL.SuP. SETO
POR ? a TO P. N(003 DO
POR T. a: ILONOBI,D

IF LRR.NOVZTOR (FT.J) SalI
LET SU1P.SE? (11.F
LIT SNpflT!I al T
IF I m SHP. IlK

.4 GO -8EGIN1.SA8PLIUG
ELSET

191hwAux < LJ.MOVITOR4 (.T3O AND LNIJOIIOI(F.T.3? < MAE
LIT NER.E&l * ieo LMdOZ:OR(,?)

LOOP
1LET MA!X WEU.Hfl
GO ?ILL. SOP.S38t

BEI Ig SMEU xUSt AREO;L LNSI 8,3

LEV: T%.IER u tVI3LINITL(12'. REAL.!FS Or MO0.PIs)
SCHEDULE A SAMPL" IN (EtI!VIWTAL. (U.CU HE ) UNt

ID We Ott QU.SAMPLE

:to TAX$S Ro~tH SAMPLES AILINES zDCinlh %a QU.SAUILIM nd &5
VTo

''CS COUNT ACTUAL SAMPLS flUN.,

''apzwca!MD- stcoa +&t owI scSl

lot m s W * Ao SMP-I3 $ oo 2 *1

S DESErI U~X9~

SCItDULZ a SaUPLE I t PfuA.!I3. UflU-
ETo

ECL~ 33 LEhIEq 13



FZLZ: D29 D A VAL POSTG1AUAti3 ScIoOL

-> TTPICAI ZIPUT FILS <--

29 <- MNUE OF LINKS
1. 1. 1 1 <- TRANSIT FACT0l;

. 1. 1 RECEIVE FACTOR;
I. " . i I GROUP NUIBER1: AMILY slUashU"

1 1. 2 1

". I"i

3'3 : i I

1* 1

!'! ~ ~~ 01D< kTE PERIOD

H T PR(XZSSXSG Jr%98
P-KT TRANS. ISSXQ MIS1. <: TEST DURATION0 . < % smIop %IN2FC~

< - DIAGNOSPRIN 3

.8 <- NUMB a Or LIM
01 6 <- OT PAIR0S Ol !ac LINK

10 14C ESOIZTBA

Iis

"-- UZJ 18

~. 0. C-% I~E,,RUP% wwa.,~



?ILS: D294 A SAML VOSTGIADOLf3 SCHOOL

17 1*
~Ii,18 22

18 24Is is
2Ii

2'
21S

25
26 2
272

28 21

1I



OUTPUT EXAMPLJE

NCCE 1RAIhSMJT RE.EIVE GRCUP FAMILY
NCO FACTOR FACTOR 1~ P0' ) (PON
1 11000 1.000 14
2 000u M00 1330 11 -

3 .00 14000 21311 1i 4L
4 1:000 1 coo 21311 I
5 1.000 1.000 2 1 134
6 is-Coo 1.000 13a4
7 1.000 10000 13 4
8 1.a0 1.000 231) 134

10 1.000 1.000 23 3'
13 a.0 100 113

13 1.00 11.000 1(310 1 3
14 1.00 :.000 2131)
17 1.0 Goo 000 a (32
16 1 000 co00 2 3581 1

19 1 G 1.000 4 3 2 3S
20 1.000 1.000 4 33j 21351

R 1:000 1. 0 3133'

25 a0 6.000 41

281.0 :0

'I PCATP SPEIICC IS .1000O0 SECIs1010E.
44CStGTIPE IN EAqH NODE PCIA ANY PAC1K 000 E
'S UT TRAN 5IT TIME B SThigN AN Y T~ K~ V Ipa' 1JURATI C SR0 O~t)S C IMT0IAFFIC S OIOGNS-

~WTRAPVIC qess!sNS ARC VrARTE Al AN AV ORG 12T E.V4. OF *10 5EQC
mNhSL VA 1 6 A~L~JUhATICN WtN0C4 I 300

~C4TRAFF C S4, 55 0VARI $ FRUO IC2 PACKE
AT LEAAOT 0.* T TaFI11 IN 1tR p~g UPAThEA I. IS INNER FAMILY*

LINK
14-1
Is

5- 4 3-2

*23 - 24
24 -2

I ~ 161



OUTPUT EXA14PLE

NCCS TRANSMIT RECflI GRCUP FAMILY
NCO FACTOR FACO 0 Fp61 Mi (PG 8

2 1.0 00 1.0000
3 loos.1000 1.0 231 1
1 1.8 co 1.000 2 11 114
4 Mot0( 1000 203113
5 1.,000 10000 (13
71:000 1.000 1 301 1U34

a 19000 1.000 2 1 30
8 1000 1.000 2 1 14oIV do 1.000 211j

t5100 1.0008 130 t413 000 1111 31 1 'j!4
141.000 1.000 2311 34

15 1.000 10000 21311

16 00088 1.000 313
17AT oER ce 1 10000 C

is load .000 403) 2N PAKE S 0010 E

~S JRA1C:000~~ SEC.0 4133 L 51WI 500TAPC E~Q

27NNI ad( 1ACLTIN1000~ M321 0~0 E

4-4I3 4133
9 T EICt 100 E

TI ~ INEC CE *RAYPA TI 000 E
!4KT RNI Tg E-C4AYU C
3- AT 1k6 00a4 E.T$ J4ii Mq1 4A 1 ESJN

6- 7RFI ES0 R TRE TA tA IVAA . Lam
SmN5 0-tC11A1, tu01 s o E
KH1 TRFPCVESONVAtSP AIC I

LIN

16

B1
B 9



UPCATE PERIC !S s 00o00 SE4F
PRC ESSINGNTjM UNECH NCOE F tR ANYKPA EEIS *Q0o 0S

TAK RANST ETIME BETW F.N ANY TwC NCO S LS.Ouuu EJ11

TFSTD URATICh'I$50000 EC TESTLII ITED Ta 9 00O TRAFFIG S ESSI01S
4~W T AFFIC SESHISNS0ARESTAR TE6 AT A AV RAGE INTERVAL OF .0005E
CHANNEL VALUE CAk.CULATCN WINOCW IS .!00000 SE.(
=ACH TRAFFYC SESSION VARIE$ FRCP I TC 21 PACKET
!T L.EAST 0. 2 CF TRAFFIC iS INNER GRCUP, ANOTHU oo X. IS IN4NER PANIL.Y.

NODES Nc. MEAN TIME PEAK TIRE IDEAL
HOPPED PICTS PER PKT TIME TIME
1 5719 .050045 .050O 44 .050000
2 7415 *148045~ 1.400245 6100100

4 3 16 0 :439480 1
5 67 947323C 2.486388 HO
8; 6800169 2.94917!5 00

7 .J3 716220 4.290086 .150600.
a 83522e 4.10 093 .408180

:94 :994289 4.094386 :45oa
10 11.65 1*14638e 4.239901 0500900

J14 6437551000
112 : ?4461335.601100

.13 141 1.590849 c.253336 *651200
14 19 1.773252 3o439857 47C1300
15 4 2.38 ?163 6.031393 .7510
16 1 2.212 51 3 954241 :801 Sall
17 1 19019H2 3 53966 .8,1 11

PDT AT 1617 ANYTIfUAS 16
1 9k~ 82 9 2 :8198

31 6991,16 125239

46NNME FNDSHPE E AKTI #
ITYLNAS16 AKT

CYOT4SEo"63AKEN'4ERF ITALIV4E HN 6ETWSED

t0 AHNWM T, NAEAEC 31 iNSWR SC



PXiAMUM QUEUE LENGMH
FR 1 Ts W 21

2 L. 20
1 6
6 1

#1213.
2 3 31If 3 2 4
3 4 39

.4 3

a 4 a8

.94

9 5Ii 32

6 11 28

13
8 5

14 9

1-0 14 5

is 13

3.0 12

143 3.

1j 3
11

2263

it i,



II

192

22

2 1. 23

I1

19 e 20

16 3

€S ! "!

2 ?
S a2

29 3
254 21 Z

'' 1 ,- -IV J I ,OHb

23

4 3

5

4'

AVERAl Q LEAGIo- 43

UUSUAL D LAS FOR PACKETS NOT DELIVERED CESCA18EO rLON

].
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